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Introduction 

1. In 1991 and 1992 the Financial Controller carried out a series of on-the-spot 
inspections in all the Member States to verify the operation of financial circuits from the 
time a payment request is made to the Commission to the time final payment is received 
by the intended recipient. Two reports to the Commission (SEC(91)1557, 31.7.1991; 
SEC(92)1912 final, 5.11.1992) presented the inspections programme and the findings. 
Improvements have subsequently been made to procedures at the Commission and in the 
Member States, but the problems encountered have not beeri entireiy cleared up. When 
the Structural Funds Regulations were amended in 1993, the need to speed up the 
payment process was emphasized, and the Commission is now allowed a maximum of two 
months to make a payment validly requested by a Member State; a further three months 
are allowed following receipt of funds by a Member State for the money to reach an 
intended recipient who has made a valid request to the authorities in the Member State. 

Programme of systems audits (1992-93) 

2. In July 1992 the Financial Controller informed all the Member States' audit 
authorities that he was planning to undertake a systems audit for each of the Funds by the 
end of 1993. He asked for documents describing the management and control systems for 
measures co-financed by the Structural Funds set up by virtue of Article 23(1) of the 
Funds coordination Regulation, No 4253/88, The 1992-93 programme of systems audits 
was the logical follow-on to the 1991-92 programme of inspections of financial circuits . 

.3. The relevant audit bodies and administrative departments were subsequently notified 
ofthe dates and procedures (see Annexes 4 and 5). 

Audit procedures 

4. The audits began at central management authorities, with an examination of systems 
for inspecting expenditure co-financed by each of the Funds at the various management 
levels (national, regional, final beneficiaries). The next stage looked at the certification of 
declared expenditure by designated authorities (generally the Ministry responsible for 
managing measures under the Fund in question) on the basis of payment req·uests to the 
Commission. The Commission auditors then examined the management of measures by 
intermediate-level bodies and final beneficiaries, firstly at the relevant ministry and 
subsequently on the spot by monitoring a given operational programme. The on-the-spot 
examination ofthe operational programmes focused primarily on: 



, checking how expenditure declared to the Commission by the designated authority 
is verified in practice at all operational levels; 
checking.the scope and effectiveness of such verifications by analysing expenditure 
at all levels (including final beneficiaries) listed in the declarations to the 
Commission relating to support for projects in hand; the national authorities were 
notified in advance of the sample of sub-programmes to be considered for the 
purpose. 

5. The first part of the audit consisted of checking (or making) a description of the 
systems used and performing walk-through tests to ascertain whether systems existed and 
worked well at the various levels of management; the second consisted of applying quality 
controls to a series of case-files (selected to give a representative sample in line with 
Financial Control's sampling techniques) so as to establish whether the systems yielded the 
desired results. The methodology was applied to all three Funds and was notified in 
advance in Financial Control's Systems Audit Guide. 

6. Annex 3 lists the missions undertaken in the national systems audit programme. 

Scope of the audit 

7. Subject to a few exceptions, relating notably to the EAGGF Guidance Section and 
the European Social Fund, the audit extended to all three Funds in all Member States. 
Most Member States did not supply descriptions of central inspection systems, and these 
had to be established by the on-the-spot inspectors. It should be remembered that the 
demands made on the Member ·States are set out in Article 23 ( 1) of Regulation 
No 2082/93, which requires them to 'notify the Commission of the description of the 
management and control systems established to ensure the efficient implementation of 
operations.' DG XX's audit file for each Fund and each Member State contains elements 
of such descriptions, but the full descriptions are needed by the end of 1994. In some 
cases it will be enough to update or confirm descriptions already supplied. 

8. For each Fund the on-the-spot audit in each Member State set out to track financial 
management from central department via regional authorities to the final beneficiary. In 
addition to a general description of management and control systems at central level, each 
audit file (subject to a few exceptions) currently contains a survey of the system applied in 
at least one region of each Member State for each Fund and the systems operated by 
several final beneficiaries for each Member State and Fund. It also contains the results of 
walk-through tests and quality controls on a sample of case files compiled by final 
beneficiaries selected for the audit. 

9. It follows that the systems audit process will have to be amplified by broadening the 
sample of regions and especially of final beneficiaries to be subjected to quality controls 
covering all operational programmes co-financed by the Funds. In some Member States 
(e.g. Metropolitan France, Ireland, the Netherlands), analysis of systems applied in one 
region can be extrapolated to others, since the regional administrative procedures are 
fairly homogeneous. In others (e.g. Germany, Italy, Spain), the individual regions will 
have to be reviewed. But in both cases quality controls will have to be run on a sample of 



final beneficiaries in all regions, though in the former group of countries the workload will 
be all the lighter as the audit of management and control systems will not be necessary 
region by region. 

10. Financial Control does not have the resources to complete the full process within a 
reasonable time frame. There will therefore have to be coordinated use of resources 
available elsewhere. Financial Control is already sending its findings to authorizing 
departments in the Commission, to its counterpart in the Member States and to the 
European Court of Auditors. On-the-spot inspections are already coordinated with 
UCLAF and authorizing departments, and the Financial Controller is concluding protocols 
with his counterparts in audit bodies in the Member States which are suitable (they have 
already been signed with Italy, Luxembourg and Spain) whereby national bodies perform 
audits in accordance with the Commission's standards and methods. Financial Control 
exchanges Commission audit programmes with the Court of Auditors and records both 
the Commission authorizing departments' on-the-spot inspections and inspections done by 
the ·Court of Auditors in the monthly reports to the Member States on the schedule of 
inspections of European Union finances for the months ahead. And Financial Control 
gives Commission departments, the Member States' audit bodies (where there is a 
protocol) and the Court of Auditors access to the audit files for each Fund and each 
Member State. · 

11. It should be stressed that the limited samples on which quality controls were run in 
the 1992 and 1993 systems audits revealed no cases of fraud or serious irregularities 
warranting major correction or recovery operations. However, UCLAF has still to decide 
whether to investigate any cases in more detail. Quality controls performed from 1994 
onwards in the course of on-the-spot inspections will cover a growing number of requests 
for final payment, and it is possible that the number of correction and recovery operations 
they generate will rise. In the most serious cases of defective management and control 
systems, as regards both the distribution of tasks (multi-tasking engenders multiple risks) 
and actual practice (some systems may have a stronger existence on paper than in reality), 
it is likely that isolated instances that oc·curred between 1989 and 1993 will recur in 1994: 
with the agreement of the national audit bodies and the designated authorities, either 
Community payments will be frozen pending remedial measures in the regional or local 
authorities, or final payments and/or subsequent annual tranches will be cut back. 

12. See Annex 2 for a summary of the key findings of the audits that have been 
performed. 

Summary of conclusions and key findings of systems audits already performed 

13. Systems audits have shown that as a general rule the first two stages o.f the 
procedure within the Member States -- receipt of Community funds by the Finance 
Ministry or Treasury and subsequent transfer to the relevant ministry or region -- does not 
create problems except where there is a link to the national budget. But Community funds 
do sometimes stay in national or regional accounts for too long before being passed on to 
final beneficiaries, and it is not always clear what happens to the bank interest this 
generates. 



14. The main problems concern the speed and efficiency with which data is gathered and 
the quality ofcertification by the designated authority in support of requests for payment 
or release of an annual tranche of Community support. The systems audit revealed that 
monitoring systems do not in general ensure computerized data-collection at proper 
intervals and that the designated authority commonly relies on systems operated by 
intermediate-level bodies and final beneficiaries themselves without undertaking any 
substantial checks on their functioning and reliability. At central and regional levels there 
is provision for checks, but they are not always carried out because of inadequate human 
resources. 

15. The difficulties detected in the financial management and control systems can have 
the effect that expenditure certified to the Commission is not in reality expenditure 
incurred by the final beneficiary. In a very limited number of cases certified expenditure 
turned out to be forecast expenditure or sums paid to recipients by way of advances. Since 
there is no provision requiring documentary evidence in support of requests to the 
Commission for Structural Fund payments -- even for final payments --the Commission's 
only opportunity to verify that the certification is in order arises when an on-the-spot 
inspection is done. In 1992, for instance, Financial Control concluded that expenditure 
declared in several Member States was in fact composed extensively of estimates and 
agreed with the authorizing departments and the designated authorities that both final 
payments and subsequent annual tranches should be reduced pending corrections to 
figures on the basis of expenditure actually incurred (see para 1 0). 

16. Systems audits concentrated on examination of the systems themselves and quality 
controls were feasible only on a limited number of cases in a single region alone. But even 
that sample contained cases of requests for payment of ineligible expenditure such as: 

salaries of.national or regional civil servants; 
overheads not related to projects supported; 
reimbursable VAT; 
fines, penalty payments and court costs; 
bank charges and interest; 
depreciation treated as expenditure actually incurred; 
national co-financing in kind; 
land purchases, in ceratin cases where the expenditure involved in ineligible; 
performance guarantees withheld by project manager; 
administrative costs withheld by the designated authority. 

17. The audits also revealed problems in the case of some Funds with applying the 
legislation on publicity relating to Community support. 

18. The limited sample audited contained only one case of a project involving public 
procurement that should have been preceded by an invitation to tender in the Official 
Journal. But this isolated failure to publish cannot be used as a ground for conclusions 
about compliance with. Community rules on public procurement. 

19. See Annex 1 for a detailed report on the findings of the national systems audits for 
each ofthe Structural Funds. 



Conclusions and recommendations 

20. The inadequacies of the management and control systems brought to light by 
examination of a limited sample underscore the need for adequate coordination of 
on-the-spot controls by the Commission, national audit bodies and the Court of Auditors. 
There is an audit file for each Fund and each Member State; inspections should be 
targeted on the basis of a risk assessment proceeding from the initial system audit and 
permanently backed up by input from subsequent on-the-spot inspections, having regard 
to the sums at. stake, the audits that have already been performed and the operational 
programme invqlved. 

21 . Financial Control proposes the following measures: 

(i) Amplify the audit file by updating the description of each management and 
~antral system as required by Article 23(1) of Regulation No 2082/93; for that 
purpose write to each designated authority for each Fund in each Member State 
asking for a full description or an updated description, as the case may be, six 
months being allowed. 

(ii) Agree measures with authorizing departments, UCLAF, national audit bodies 
and the Court of Auditors to ensure the coordination at inspections in future years, 
bearing in mind the need to extend the audits to all regions and all final beneficiaries 
and to incorporate the findings in the initial audit file. 

(iii) Take the findings of the initial audits recorded in the audit file·· as a basis for 
assessing the reliability of management and control systems for each Fund and each 
Member State, the assessment to be notified to all the Community and national audit 
bodies and the relevant designated authorities. · 

(iv) Report to the Commission from time to time on the operation and findings of 
the Structural Funds systems audits. 



ANNEX 1 

Report on the audit of a.nd 1ft111U18emenl tuUl control sy.tems for Structllral Fund 
measures in the Member States · 
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List of abbreviations used in Annex I (and possibly in Annex 2) 

DA: Designated authority 
EAGGF: European Agriculture Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
ERDF: European Regional Development Fund 
ESF: European Social Fund 
OP: Operational programme 
FB: Final beneficiary 
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Report 011 the tu~dit of tmd IIIIUUlgemellt tuUl colltnll systems for Structural Fund 
measures in tht Member States 

INTRODUCTION 

I. The following analysis of the systems set up by the Member States for each Fund is 
based on two presuppositions: 

a) the central, designated authorities are responsible for certifying expenditure by 
final beneficiaries which triggers the payment of Community advances to the appropriate 
ministry or designated regions. Often however, these authorities rely solely on 
expenditure statements certified by intermediate-level managers or the FBs themselves. 
There was thus a growing need for an appraisal of the intermediate-level systems set up by 
the regions and intermediate-level national authorities (where these exist); 

b) the structure of intermediate-level management differs from one Member State to 
another (in some, this function is performed by regional or other authorities, in others by 
ministries, government departments, public and private intermediate-level managers (e.g. 
institutes}, public sector bodies or other organizations). For the sake of simplicity, all 
these structures will be referred to as "regional" intermediate-level managers (since the 
regions do play a predominant role) and more precise details will be given only where 
necessary. Spot checks on regional intermediate-level systems, selected on the basis ofthe 
amounts processed, were needed to cover all the different types of structure. Furthermore, 
intermediate management and control systems coordinate the action of many FBs, who 
should all be audited. Some of the conclusions drawn from the audit visits needed to be 
confirmed at FB. 

Note: "final beneficiaries" are defined in the "Financial implementation provisions for 
assistance" (:XX:II/33/91-rev.l of6 Aprill992, note 2 (p.2)} as "public or private bodies 
or firms responsible for commissioning works". This definition is also set out in 
XVI/390/93-rev. of24 January 1994. 

2. There is thus a pyramid of systems, constructed as follows: the designated authority, 
with responsibility for the central system, is at· the top; then come the intermediate-level 
systems (set up by the intermediate-level managers, the regions or other major 
public-sector or private bodies) and at the bottom, there are the FBs, who actually operate· 
co-financed projects. 

3. Since it is the aim of this report to give a coherent overview, it deals only with the 
central and intermediate ("regional") systems despite the fact that many FBs were 
inspected during a number of missions. 

4. The information gathered on the various systems during the audit missions has been 
arranged into synoptic tables, which show, in a thematic analysis grid, the distribution of 
the various responsibilities under the present regulations. These tables are to be found in 
Annex 2. 
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5. Lastly, the system audit will: 

5. 1 make it possible to build up a permanent database on the control and 
management systems established for the operational programmes implemented in the 
Member States .. The base will have to be updated during future missions to take account 
of changes and improvements made to the national systems in the interests of better 
management of public funds and better information for FBs~ 

5.2 highlight the shortcomings found in the systems and make recommendations to 
the designated authorities and national control bodies on how to keep on improving their 
systems so as to ensure that procedures are as efficient as possible; 

5.3 enable the Community, wherever possible and using an identical approach, to 
set up, in cooperation with the designated authorities and the national control bodies, a 
framework which will allow for coordinated and harmonious analysis, monitoring and 
control of the operational programmes co-financed by the Structural Funds as part of an 
active, integrated policy underlying the funds; 

6. A separate chapter is devoted to each of the various Funds (ESF, ERDF and the 
Guidance Section of the EAGGF). The same approach, consisting of a detailed 
commentary on the synoptic tables, conclusions and recommendations, is used for each 
Fund. 
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I AUDIT OF MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR 
OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES CO-FINANCED BY THE EUROPEAN 
SOCIAL FUND (ESF) IN THE MEMBER STATES 
(See Annex 2 for synoptic tables showing the findings of the missions) 

There are as many management and control systems for the ESF as there are 
Member States and intermediate-level managers. For the purposes ofthe audit, however, 
a distinction has been drawn between the central level and the local level. 

At the central level is the designated authority (the organization in the Member State 
responsible for dealing with the ESF and sending in implementation certificates and 
payment requests). The DA is often the Labour Ministry, with a special department or 
division responsible for monitoring projects co-financed by the ESF (e.g. Mission ESF in 
France or the DAFSE in Portugal). 

At the regional level are: 
a) the "regional" authorities (the regions in France, Greece and Italy, the 
autonomous communities in Spain, the Lander in Germany, and the regional labour 
offices in the Netherlands), which monitor and control the smaller intermediate-level 
managers or the FBs directly; and 
b) the ministries, authorities or private bodies with national responsibilities (e.g. the 
Department of Education or Scottish Enterprise in the UK,. the Ministry of 
Education in Luxembourg and the OAED in Greece), which monitor the FBs 
through their local subsidiaries (e g. Local Enterprise Companies in the case of 
Scottish Enterprise and the local offices of the OAED in Greece). 

A) - FINDINGS OF AUDIT MISSIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE FINANCIAL 
CONTROLLER IN 1992 AND 1993 

1 - Systems audit of designated authorities (the central systems in the Member 
States) 

1.1 - Sound management of financial flows 

l.l.l -Factual and accounting certification 
The DAs often play only a minor role, merely sending the Commission the certified 
expenditure statements submitted to them by the intermediate-level managers. Some DAs 
(in Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal and the UK) do carry out 
accounting checks on the documents supporting the statements but the checks carried out 
are often either insufficient (Denmark, Spain and France) or non-existent (Belgium, 
Germany and Italy). 

Furthermore, except in Greece, Portugal and the UK, these document checks are not 
always backed up by inspection visits, which are the only way of ensuring the training has 
really been supplied. France and the Netherlands do make such visits but they are rare. 
This lack of checks at central level stems primarily from a lack of resources in the 
administrations in question (inspection staff are simply non-existent or are too busy with 
management tasks). 
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1.1.2 - Consequently the DAs rely on the control systems set up at the intermediate level 
without being able to keep adequate checks on the authorities at this level. However, 
Financial· Control, usually accompanied by representatives of the central level, has made 
control visits to the regions and the intermediate-level managers. 

Supporting documents are not available at central level in most Member States (Denmark 
and Luxembourg being the exceptions). 

In some instances, the national control authorities take part in Commission controls or 
make control visits on the DA's behalf either because of insufficient resources at the DA 
(Italy) or because national rules on the tasks of the public bodies in question so provide 
(Greece). 

1.1.3 - Balance declarations are usually based on actual expenditure, as required by the 
fund rules, but expenditure is still estimated in some cases (implementation certificates not 
based on receipted invoices). This may apply only to a small proportion of expenditure, 
producing only a minor distortion vis-a-vis the accounts (Denmark and Portugal) or it 
may be done systematically, making it hard to assess the extent of the distortion (France 
and the UK). Furthermore flat-rate or agreed charges negotiated with the intermediate
level managers are sometimes included (France and the UK) or there are no precise rules 
on certain costs such as book depreciation of equipment (Luxembourg, UK). 

1.1.4 - Certain DAs do not stamp invoices submitted in support of a request for payment 
of the balance or instruct the intermediate-level managers to do this (Italy and Spain), so 
there is a risk that the same invoice might be submitted twice for one payment. 

1.1.5 - It is not always possible to establish clearly what funding scheme (e.g. advances, 
prefinancing or reimbursement) is used in a particular Member State. Often the central 
level uses a combination of schemes to fund the FBs - be it officially with appropriate 
financial channels and budget procedures or unofficially. However, the various systems 
can be divided into broad categories; 

Certain Member States pay advances to the FBs (Ireland, Greece, Portugal and the 
UK). This makes it easier for operators with few financial resources to provide training. 

Owing to the slowness of certain financial channels (see conclusions of the 
"Financial Channels" Report, SEC(92) 1912 final), advances are sometimes paid too late, 
after FBs have paid invoices from their own funds. In practice, the payment is a 
reimbursement (France, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK), though the scheme 
cannot properly be called a reimbursement scheme. 

In other Member Sta~es (Denmark, France, Luxembourg and the Netherlands), the 
DA provides prefinancing for operators. Either the national and the Community 
contributions are paid, in which case the national authorities are refunded by the ESF for 
the sums they have paid, or only the national contribution is paid before the Community 
funding comes through, though this does not constitute prefinancing strictly speaking; the 
point is merely that Community funds and national funds are released at different times. 

The funding systems are very diverse and, in practice, two or more schemes often run 
alongside each other in a single Member State. This is even more true of the 
intermediate-level managers. · 
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1.2- Sound administrative management 

The authorities are required to pursue the objective of sound administrative management. 
Under Article 16(1) of the Fund coordination Regulation (Regulation No 2082/93), 
intermediate-level managers "must have the necessary administrative capabilities to 
manage the operations envisaged by the Commission" and devise administrative 
procedures for the management and monitoring of projects co financed by the. funds. 

1.2.1 - Methods of selecting FBs and providing them with information 
The methods used to select final beneficiaries are in general fair, efficient and clear (thanks 
to guides on the selection of projects and FBs in Greece, the Netherlands and Portugal, 
for example, or to the involvement of representatives of political or industrial circles in the 
selection procedures). In some cases, the central level merely lays down selection criteria 
for the intermediate-level managers, who recruit and preselect projects and operators, 
which the DAs then approve. 
Financial Control felt that preselection procedures in Ireland and the Netherlands were too 
long; training projects would start before the DA had given its official approval, forcing 
FBs to prefinance the operation from their own funds (or, if resources were too scare for 
this, to suspend the training until the national and Community contributions were paid). 

Information procedures are generally satisfactory, with leaflets and guides available on 
eligibility and the procedures to be followed when submitting a project (in Denmark, 
England and France, for example). 

Monitoring of selection methods and provision of information varies significantly from 
one Member State to another, ranging from fair (Denmark and Germany) to quite good 
(Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands and England). Judging by the figures available, 
computerization is not widespread (Ireland and the Netherlands). 

1.2.2. -Monitoring ofprojects 
Project-monitoring is most often unsatisfactory at DA level when the authority relies on 
the intermediate-level managers nearest the ground to carry out the task, the exceptions 
being Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, where the monitoring 
undertaken by the DA is deemed satisfactory. Relying on the monitoring work done at the 
intermediate level would be acceptable if there were an efficient system for checking 
procedures at levels below the DA, but this is not always the case (see above). 
In addition, monitoring has not been systematically computerized (except in Ireland, the 
Netherlands, Portugal and the UK), which further complicates the task (Portugal recently 
acquired a computer system for monitoring, but it does not yet meet Financial Control's 
quality criteria). 

1.2.3 -Rule on advertising of Community cofinancing 
There is a great degree of variation in the extent to which this rule, laid down by 
Article 32 of the coordination Regulation referred to above, is observed by the various 
DAs. Sometimes it is disregarded completely. A distinction can be made between Member 
States which observe it closely or quite closely (Germany, Ireland, Italy and Portugal), 
those which implement it patchily or unsatisfactorily (France, Greece, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands and the UK) and those who too often fail to comply completely (Spain). 
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There is a correlation here with the Commission's final report on financial channels 
(SEC(92) 1912 final, 5 November 1992): it would appear that the two countries which 
include the Community's contributions in the regional budgets (Italy and Germany) both 
comply with the publicity rule while the degree of compliance is less satisfactory in 
countries which include Community payments in the national budget or treat payments as 
reimbursements (France, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the UK). This link 
was already hinted at in the report on financial channels (point 5 of SEC(92) 1912 final, 
page 5). The pattern of observance of the publicity rule is slightly different amongst 
intermediate-level managers, however. 

1.2.4. -Organization ofDAs and staffing levels 
The organization charts for the DAs responsible for managing and controlling operations 
cofinanced by the ESF are generally correctly presented, with a separation of functions 
(between management and control activities, for example). 

However, staffing levels in the DAs, irrespective of aptitude, are generally deemed to be 
inadequate to undertake the tasks entrusted to them, with the result that the quality of 
monitoring and control is too low (management tasks often take precedence over 
controls). Certain Member States have reduced the impact of understaffing to a 
satisfactory degree by drafting in help from external public bodies (Ireland and 
Luxembourg). Others have decided to devolve certain activities to regional 
administrations (Greece), but have encountered problems with low efficiency levels in 
local authorities. Still others have brought in private consultants, using technical assistance 
funds (Germany and, previously, Portugal). This last option is not a long-term solution, 
however and the DAs in those Member States should ~evelop independent management 
and control capabilities as soon as possible. 

2- Systems audit of intermediate-level managers (with regional or national 
responsibilities) 

The findings of the control visits made by Financial Control to the various regional and 
national intermediate-level managers are representative but must be confirmed by 

. subsequent visits before any definitive conclusions may be drawn for countries as a 
whole. 

2.1 - Sound management of financial flows 

2.1.1. - Accounting and factual certification 
This question should not apply to the intermediate level of management as the DAs have 
sole responsibility for certifying eligible expenditure to the Commission. In practice, 
however, all levels from the FBs to the DA are involved in the certification process; 
though it is the DA which actually sends the Commission the implementation certificates. 
In reality, it is often the regional authorities or the intermediate-level managers who certify 
expenditure (the Lander in Germany, the regions in Italy, the regional delegations for 
vocational training in France, the autonomous communities in Spain, the communities in 
Belgium, the RBAs (regional employment offices) in the Netherlands, and the Ministry of 
Education or other intermediate-level managers in Luxembourg and the UK) even though, 
officially, the DA is responsible for certification. 
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In other Member States (Denmark, Greece and Portugal), the DA is the only party 
involved in factual and accounting certification. In these centralized systems, the control 
systems (internal audits, inspection visits) are more effective because the authorities are 
better equipped to implement them. 

2.1.2 

Control systems 
Where the intermediate-level managers carry out the task of certification on behalf of the 
central authorities, they have in many cases developed control systems which are 
independent of the central system (which then relies on the regional controls). However, 
in some Member States (France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK), these controls were 
neither systematic nor· thorough enough in any of the regions audited, often owing to a 
lack of staff 

It is, however, not possible to draw conclusions for whole countries from these findings 
until the sample has been expanded by further control visits. 

The intermediate-level control systems should be coordinated at central level and internal 
audit procedures should be tightened up. In some· places, this is not happening. The 
situation in the Netherlands is typicaL the CBA (central employment office) lays down 
rules but does not check to see that they are properly observed by the 28 RBAs. 

Supporting documents 
Supporting documents are sometimes available from the intermediate-level managers, 
irrespective of whether they have been involved in certifying the documents or not. 
Documents are often available from regional authorities or intermediate-level managers 
not only in Belgium, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, where supporting 
documents are certified by the intermediate-level managers 
, but also in Denmark and Ireland, where certification is done exclusively by the central 
authorities. In the other Member States, supporting documents are not always available 
from the intermediate-level (Germany, Greece, Portugal and Spain) and, in some cases, 
are kept by the FBs (France and the UK). Intermediate-level managers who do not have 
supporting documents but who are involved in the certification process, must necessarily 
rely on the expenditure statements submitted to them by the FBs. These statements should 
then be verified during accounting audits and inspection visits but, in some Member 
States, such checks vary greatly from one region to another (France, Germany, Greece 
and the UK). 

2.1.3. -Balance statements are generally based on real expenditure as at the central level, 
albeit with the qualifications already mentioned (in Denmark; in Germany the system 
varies from one Land to another and in Spain from one autonomous community to 
another; in France expenditure is always estimated; in Portugal, efforts are being made to 
use real expenditure in 1993 and in the UK the systems vary). 

2.1.4.- Stamping of invoices 
The situation described at point 1.1.4. is the same at regional level. 
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2. I . 5. - Financing schemes for FBs 
The schemes differ greatly from one Member State to another and from one 
intermediate-level manager to another within the Member States. 

- Advance-based schemes: operated by Lander in Germany, regions in Greece 
(though advances available only from June onwards; which makes them less attractive), 
autonomous communities in Spain, RBAs in the Netherlands and intermediate-level 
managers in Portugal (including the IEFP) and in the UK - officially at least. Sometimes 
advances amount to more than the 50% of the annual contribution allowed under the Fund 
rules (Germany and Spain). 

-Regional prefinimcing schemes: operated by France (always for publi.c projects run 
by the prefecture and sometimes for projects cofinanced by the Regional Council), the 
Netherlands, Portugal and, in many cases, by the Spanish autonomous communities and 
the Italian regions. Some of the German La.nder abandoned this system in 1993 owing to 
exchange rate losses. 

- Reimbursement of expenditure by FBs (if only expenditure not covered by 
advances): German Lander, Greek regions, Spanish autonomous regions, French regions 
and intermediate-level managers in Luxembourg and the UK). 

As at central level, the regional schemes for financing projects are very heterogenous. 
Notwithstanding certain rather unwieldy financial channels, they are by and large 
satisfactory. 

2. 2. - Sound admh1istrative management 

2.2.1. - Methods of selecting FBs and providing them with information 

As a rule, the methods used to select FBs are fair and efficient, with very few exceptions 
(such as the region of Lombardy). The regional authorities apply the criteria laid down by 
the central authorities (Greece, Netherlands and Portugal) and involve representatives 
from politics and industry in the selection . process (e.g. chambers of commerce in 
Thuringia, Luxembourg and the UK, the regional monitoring committee in Galicia and the 
regional councils and the regional vocational training delegations (DRFP) in France). The 
involvement of people from the worlds of politics and industry may make it easier for 
trainees to get a foothold in the labour market later on. 
Private consultancies (BBJ and NAS) almost always assist the German Lander in choosing 
FBs. 

Monitoring of selection methods and prov1s1on of information by the DA varies 
considerably from one region to anther and is not systematic. The quality of training given 
in the past is sometimes used as a selection criterion (French Community in Belgium) as is 
the cost-effectiveness of planned training, sometimes assessed using computers (Saxony
Anhalt in Germany and the IEFP in Portugal, amongst others). 
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2.2.2. -Monitoring of projects 
Monitoring is more effective when carried out by the intermediate-level managers than by 
the central authorities, which are too distant from the grass-roots to perform this essential 
task properly. However, the situation does vary from place to place. 

-Monitoring at regional level is systematic and satisfactory in Germany, Ireland, the 
Netherlands and the UK (where the systems are computerized as a rule). 

- Monitoring by regional authorities is unsatisfactory in Belgium, Greece, Spain, 
France and Italy (albeit with great variations between regions in the last two cases), 
Luxembourg (requested by Financial Control to improve financial monitoring) and 
Portugal (though the situation there has improved since 1992). 

Monitoring has not been systematically computerized in the Greek, French or Italian 
regions or the Spanish autonomous communities (though there is a degree of regional 
variation). 

2.2.3. - Compliance with the publicity rule varies greatly from one region to another and 
one intermediate-level manager to another. The situation is similar to that at central level 
(if the central authorities fail to inform the intermediate-level managers about the role of 
the ESF, they will probably not come by the information any other way and will not be 
able to pass it on to the FBs. This does not apply to all cases however.) It is possible to 
distinguish between countries which: 

- are very good at complying with the rule (Ireland and Portugal); 
-are good or quite good at complying (Germany and Greece); 
-apply it very haphazardly (Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the UK); and 
- rarely promote ESF cofinancing of training projects (France and Spain). 

As . a rule, the authorities comply with the rule by advertising financial assistance in the 
press, in leaflets or on registration or monitoring forms. The FBs, however, do not always 
pass it on to the trainees. 

2.2.4. -Organization ofintermediate-level managers and staffing levels 
With the exception of intermediate-level managers in Ireland, the Netherlands and certain 
regions in Italy, there are generally insufficient staff available to manage, monitor and 
control operations. This situation is all the more disconcerting given the inadequate 
staffing levels at central level. 

3 -Comments on individual Member States 

Below are some comments on specific problems brought to light during the audit of the 
systems set up by certain Member States. These comments are intended to complement 
the findings of the 1993 audit missions, organized systematically 

3.1. -Germany 
The German management and control system reflects the Federal structure of the country 
in that the majority of management and control tasks are undertaken by the Land 
Ministries for Labour and Social Affairs. The Federal Ministry (BMA), the DA, merely 
sends the implementation certificates to the Commission. In performing these functions 
(selection of ,projects and operators, monitoring and inspection visits) the Lander are 
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assisted by private consuitants, paid for partly from the techr:tical assistance funds. During 
the audit Financial Control pointed out both to the DA and to the Land managers that this 
kind of solution to the problems posed by the present fragility of the public administrative 
structure could not be financed indefinitely from technical assistance funds and that the 
German authorities had to find their own solution not requiring funding from technical 
assistance. 

3.2- France 
3 .2.1 - All vocational training projects come under the section on vocational training in 
the national or regional plan contracts. .Funding from the ESF is therefore going to 
projects already decided on under the plan contracts, of which a large part of the costs are 
eligible under objectives 3 and 4. This explains why a large part of the expenditure 
recorded in the ESF Mission's implementation certificates is estimated and cover a wider a 
range of activities than those cofinanced by the ESF. In addition, the certification process 
was found to be lacking in clarity, involving any of a number of different bodies and 
departments depending on the particulars of the case (RFP Division, Regional Council, 
ESF Mission etc.). Financial Control found that, under the plan contracts, more of the 
expenditure would be eligible if the ESF Mission did not certify only sums relating to ESF 
cofinancing. This makes the task of assessing genuine additionality more complicated. 

3.2.2. - Furthermore, the inclusion of ESF cofinancing in the national plan contracts, 
together with the inclusion of Community payments in the national budget, very much 
reduces the profile of ESF funding for the. public, which explains why the publicity rule is 
so badly observed in France. 

3 .2.3. - Financial channels are still unwieldy. This affects non..:central authorities (the 
regions) most of all. Prefinancing is almost always available to FBs on government-run 
schemes. 

3.2.4. - The ESF Mission, the DA, does not always perform its functions as well as it 
might (owing to a shortage of staff, a lack of independence from the Ministry it is 
accountable to and its weak position vis-a-vis other bodies such as DATAR (Delegation 
for Regional Planning and Action) as far as regional objectives are concerned). 

3.3. -·Ireland 
The colleges, which, as the FBs, provide the training, close their accounts at the end of 
the academic accounting year. In order to comply with the actual-expenditure rule, the 
audited accounts submitted to the DA for certification therefore cover the period from the 
September of the previous year to August of the current one (though they are submitted 
with the expenditure statements at the end of the calendar year). There is thus a delay 
between actual expenditure and certification to the Commission, to the detriment of the 
Irish FBs. 

3.4.- Italy 
The DA continues to play a purely token role. It is not involved in the systems set up by 
the regions, nor does it coordinate them. The Regional Labour Inspectorate merely checks 
up on teaching standards occasionally. The Treasury, which acts as the national control 
body, performs certain control functions and has, on several occasions, assured Financial 
Control of its willingness to step up cooperation with the Commission by, for example, 
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taking part in inspections of the intermediate-level managers carried out by Financial 
Control, which it wishes were more frequent. In view of the great differences in situations 
and in systems that exist betwee.n the regions, the DA ought to act as a coordinator and a 
more reliable central system should be established. 

3.5- Netherlands 
Financial Control found that the CBA (Central Employment Office), was a fragile 
structure too far removed from the projects monitored and inspected by the 28 RBAs 
(regional employment offices) and that the central office had· no reliable way of ensuring 
that the regional offices complied with the rules. The CBA's rules governing the selection 
and the inspection of the FBs are perfectly satisfactory, but it has no means of checking 
that they have been applied. A structure for auditing the RBAs should be established to 
enable the DA to coordinate fully the activities of the intermediate-level managers. 

3.6.- Portugal 
Financial control noted in 1993 that very considerable improvements had been made to 
the central system set up by DAFSE, the department responsible for the ESF: rules had 
been laid down for the selection of FBs; a control structure had been established; projects 
had been annualized and each operational programme was now monitored separately; the 
delays in payment had been reduced and more operations had been computerized. The 
intermediate-level managers in Portugal had also been involved in efforts to make 
monitoring and inspections more efficient, to enable the authorities to check that the 
training had actually been provided. These efforts must continue, however, until Portugal 
has a system which complies with all the regulations. 
Portugal has just adopted a decree introducing the concept of an "institution of recognized 
merit". Such institutions can be final beneficiaries and manage the framework plans at the 
same time, which could result in a conflict .of interests. 

B)- CONCLUSIONS OF THE AUDIT OF NATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND 
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES CO-FINANCED 
BYTHEESF 

At a basic level, national control and management systems have been set up by the 
Member States and, on the whole, they now meet most of the requirements laid down by 
Financial Control, except where inspections by the DAs of systems at lower levels are 
concerned. The objective of the Commission's inspection visits should be to confirm that 
training is actually being provided as claimed, not only by checking accounting documents 
and lists of courses drawn up by the regional managers but also through unannounced 
visits to the FBs, with the designated authorities. The control missions carried out in 
1992/93 revealed that certain sums had been paid for ineligible expenditure. These sums, 
which should not have been paid to the FBs, were claimed back. 

Generally speaking, the missions revealed the following results. 

1. - The DAs in six Member States send the Commission certified expenditure statements 
as submitted to them by the intermediate-level managers, without carrying out any checks 
(Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy and Spain). 
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Improvements to the certification procedures would be welcome in France (not clear 
enough) and Spain and Italy (a// certified invoices must be stamped). 

'2. -As a rule, the DAs need to make more inspection visits unannounced or at very short 
notice to make sure that training is actually being provided and that it is of a satisfactory 

. quality. The UK recently set up a "verification team" at central level precisely for that 
purpose. The team could serve as an example. to other Member States. 
In addition, responsibilities could be divided between the intermediate-level managers 
(regions) and the DAs. The former are close to the grass roots, can check on the provision 
oftraining and the quality·and can audit FBs' accounts. The DAs could ~e responsible for 
devising procedures and laying down criteria and for ensuring that these were properly 
complied with at · regional level through internal audits and more systematic inspection 
visits. 
The DAs in Belgium, Denmark; Germany, Luxembourg, Ireland and Spain should make 
more visits and those in France and the . Netherlands should improve coordination of 
controls on regional intermediate-level managers. 

3. - The departments carrying out the controls should be give extra staff and an attempt 
should be made to bring about cooperation between administrations or other types of 
cooperation in order to enhance the DAs' and the intermediate-level managers' ability to 
manage and monitor (see the examples of Ireland and Luxembourg). 

4. - Further improvements should be made to financial channels in France, Greece, 
Ireland, the Netherlands. and the UK and to ·selection procedures in Ireland and the 
Netherlands. In particular, they need to be streamlined to ensure that final beneficiaries 
receive Community and national funding as quickly as possible so that advances are of real 
use to them when they receive them. 

5. - The systems for advances at both central and regional level should follow the funds 
regulations more· closely (e.g. Germany and Spain with regard to the percentages given). 

6. - The methods of selection are satisfactory in general at both levels. The DAs could, 
however, provide the intermediate-level managers with guides to the applicants and the 
selection criteria (as in Greece, the Netherlands and Portugal), complete with instructions 
giving a clear interpretation of Community law. 

7. - The publicity rule should be better opserved by all Member States (especially France, 
Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the UK) and the DAs should try harder to 
ensure that the intermediate-level managers comply with it vis-a-vis the FBs (particularly 
in Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, France, Spain and the UK). One possible solution 
would be to include an introduction to the ESF or the European Union at the beginning of 
every course receiving cofinancing. 

8. - Monitoring of training could be still further improved at central level by the 
introduction of a stricter system to be implemented by intermediate-level managers and 
checks to ensure that the system was in fact being implemented. In accordance with the 
principle of subsidiarity within the Member States, the intermediate-level managers should 
monitor the quality of all training provided and analyse the results (e.g. proportion of 
trainees finding employment after finishing training). Training is already monitored in this 
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way in some Member States (Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands and the UK) but it should 
be seen as a task for all Member States and their regional systems. 

9. -More intensive cooperation between the Commission and the Member States (DAs 
and national control authorities) would make it easier to standardize ESF access, 
management, monitoring and control procedures, at least at national level. 



II - AUDIT OF MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR 
OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES CO-FINANCED BY THE EUROPEAN 
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND (ERDFl IN THE MEMBER STATES 
(See Annex 2 for synoptic tables showing the findings of the missions) 

1) Two basic preliminary remarks should be made about projects co financed by the 
ERDF: 

I. I projects cofinanced by the ERDF are of a different nature from those cofinanced 
by the other Funds; they are major infrastructure projects ang are, in a sense, easier to 
control because the end-result is tangible and durable; 

1.2 in addition, the pyramid of authorities (DA, intermediate-level managers, FBs) 
referred to in the introduction (see point 2) does not always apply in the case of the ERDF 
because the projects in question are, by virtue of their nature and the amounts involved, 
run by only a small number of operators - usually public bodies (regions, local authorities 
or public corporations) which commission the work. 

2. A distinction can be made between four levels with regard to the ERDF. 

2.1 Central level 
This is the DA (the authority in the Member State which deals with the ERDF 

authorities, certifies expenditure and requests advances from the Commission). The 
function ofDA need not be performed by the same body in every Member State. Indeed, 
the role may be shared by more than one body. It need not be the institution at the top of 

. the national administrative hierarchy. In most cases, the DAis the Economics or Finance 
Ministry (Germany, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg and Spain), the Ministry of Industry 
(Denmark), the Planning Ministry (Italy and Portugal) or the Ministry of the Interior 
(France), but it may also be a sub-national public authority (Belgium and the Netherlands) 
or a mixture of national and regional authorities depending on the operational programme 
(OP) or the relevant regional authority (in the UK five ministries and regional authorities 
may certify expenditure to the Commission). 

Clearly, this diversity complicates the task of drawing generally applicable conclusions 
regarding the management and control systems in the Member States, which are very 
much shaped by national administrative traditions and systems (Community OPs replace 
or complement traditional public structural investment programmes). However, even 
though some situations call for a case-by-case analysis, where there is more than one DA, 
an attempt should be made to identify features common to all central systems. 

2.2 Regional or local level 
Generally speaking, regional authorities are in fact FBs (according to the definition 

given in the "Financial implementation provisions for assistance", quoted at point I (b) in 
the introduction); there is no role for intermediate-level managers. 
Intermediate-level managers are appointed only for a few major projects. Only Denmark, 
Ireland and Portugal have established an intermediate-level management and control 
system (regional in two cases - regional councils in Denmark and regional coordination 
committees in Portugal; in Ireland, the Department of Environment is both an FB and the 
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Lead Department, acting as a coordinator for the Department of the Marine, the 
Department of Transport and itself). 
When the FB is a region or a decentralized part of central government, it sometimes 
coordinates and monitors smaller FBs operating within its territory (be it a departement, a 
local authority, a regional delegation representing a number of ministries or a public 
corporation). 

3. The FBs commission the projects and are responsible to the DA for direct 
financial and account reporting (see point 1.2.2 below). Since the project leaders are 
usually public authorities (regional administrative· organizations or public bodies), they. 
implement the legal and regulatory administrative procedures laid down by the DAs for 
the management and control of the projects, as they do for all other major infrastructure 
projects funded by national government. Thus the national control systems fit in with the 
administrative procedures already in place in each Member State. 

4. The inspection visits, listed in Annex 3, inevitably covered only a small sample of 
FBs and projects. The findings of the visits cannot be relied on to present an accurate 
picture of the various control and management systems until they have been confirmed by 
further visits. It is particularly important that all types of beneficiary be inspected 
(including private operators where these exist). The conclusions set out below should not 
therefore be taken as exhaustive or definitive conclusions . 

. Al- FINDINGS OF AUDIT MISSIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE FINANCIAL 
CONTROLLER IN 1992 AND 1993 

1. - Systems audit of designated authorities (the central systems in the 
Member States) 

1.1. - Sound management of financial flows 

1.1.1. -Factual and accounting certification 
In all Member States, the DAs merely classify the various summary expenditure 
statements submitted by the FBs (or intermediate-level managers). They certify them as 
they stand and send them to the Commission. The DAs' main role is to coordinate the 
collection of financial data by designing standard forms and determining how frequently 
the summary expenditure statements are to be collected (Walloon region in Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal and the UK). In other 
Member States, the procedure for the collection of financial data is not standardized 
(Flemish region in Belgium, Italy and Luxembourg), in which case each FB submits 
payment requests at its own discretion, though the DA may ask it to do so if it fails to 
spontaneously. The only management and control function performed by the DAs involves 
ensuring that the FBs' financial reporting is sufficiently good to enable them to submit 
requests for advances to the ERDF in good time, as soon as the limit at which Community 
advances become payable is passed. 

1.1.2. - Verification of expenditure 
As a rule, the systems for verifying expenditure statements are not particularly elaborate at 
this level; only the most basic elements are checked, such as the date of the payments, the 
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amounts spent compared with the initial plan or previous statements and the calculations 
(Flemish region in Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal 
and the UK). In other cases, no controls of any kind are carried out (France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Spain). The Walloon region is alone amongst DAs in having the regional 
court of auditors control statements from FBs before certifying the expenditure to the 
Commissi~n. -

In all of the cases, referred to, the DAs rely on the control systems already in place in 
decentralized national government bodies and local administrations - all managers, which 
under the national administrative regulations, are empowered (and required) to carry out· 
controls. All such bodies, be. they national or local, are checked in tum by the departments 
responsible for ensuring that' administrative procedures are properly implemented (IGA in 
France, IGAT in Portugal and Intervenci6n Delegada in Spain). 

The national control bodies (IGF in France, the Finance Ministry in Greece, Ireland, 
the Treasury in Italy, the IGAE in Spain, the IGF in Portugal and the National Audit 
Office in the UK) arid/or the national courts of auditors (France, Germany, Luxembourg 
and Portugal) are thus required to act as financial controllers for the DAs (and 
public-sector FBs), using all the powers given to them. Ultimately, the system for 
verifying expenditure relies entirely on the internal and external procedures implemented 
by and in respect of the FBs. 

Supporting. documents are almost never available at the DAs, which do not carry 
out any systematic. checks on such documents. Only expenditure statements, which are 
sometimes required to list the supporting documents referred to in connection with certain 
Member States (Luxembourg and Portugal) are sent to the DAs. The only exception is the 
Flemish region in Belgium, which requires a certified copy of the invoices paid by the FBs. 

1.1.3. - Declarations of expenditure are based on actual expenditure incurred by the FBs, 
as indicated by invoices paid by them. This is the case even where expenditure is not 
verified in the ways referred to above (see point 2.1.3 below, however). 

1.1.4. - In any case, it virtually impossible to submit the same invoice twice for projects 
cofinanced by the ERDF because every invoice is accompanied by the contract between 
the project leader (FB) and the company carrying it out; these contracts refer explicitly to 
the project being cofinanced - hence the importance of classifying ERDF projects 
(preferably on computer) and incorporating this classification into the accounts (see 1.2.2 
below). 

1.1.5. - Financing schemes (advances, prefinancing or reimbursement) 
The financing schemes depend both on the financial channels used iri each Member State 
and the DAs' ability to establish as quickly as possible when the limit has been passed 
beyond which Community advances become payable. In most cases, the FBs receive an 
initial advance when the subsidy is granted (Walloon region in Belgium, Denmark, France· 
since 1990, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain). But the fact that the 
project-leaders are often public-sector bodies means that national funding can be granted 
independently of Community funding at the same time as or in advance of the projects. 
Furthermore, as a result of the size of the financial commitments required, quite 
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considerable amounts are often paid in advance, enabling the FBs to keep the work in 
progress without spending more than they have available. 
Some Member States pass on only a small part of the advance, if anything at all, to the 
FBs (Belgium, Greece, Luxembourg and the UK); often, in these countries, there is a 
national prefinancing scheme (e.g. Greece) or the FBs apply for reimbursement for 
expenditure prefinanced out of their own budgets (Flemish region in Belgium, Ireland and 
Spain). Sometimes, advances are used in part to reimburse prior expenditure. 

1.2. -Sound administrative management 

1.2.1. -Methods of selecting FBs and providing them with information 
In most cases, explicit and precise instructions are given as to what action is to be taken 
when the OPs are incorporated into the CSF. The project leaders and the projects have 
already been chosen, having been preselected at national level then brought into the OPs 
as partners. I( during the course of an OP, it is felt that extra measures are called for in 
addition to those agreed on in advance, these complementary measures are usually 
assessed and decided on by the,monitoring committees (Flemish region in Belgium). 
Sometimes, the DA makes the final decision on the projects submitted, after it has 
checked the financial plans presented by the FBs, in which case it notifies the FB of the 
instructions it must follow in order to qualify for ERDF assistance in the document giving 
approval for the project (Denmark, the Netherlands and the UK). 

1.2.2. - Effectiveness of monitoring 
In many cases monitoring at central level involves nothing more than monitoring the 
amounts spent by the FBs (sending in the information within the deadlines and checking 
the summary statements submitted by a single FB for consistency), entering the resulting 
financial data and keeping monitoring tables up to date so that it is possible to see whether 
the limits for the submission of applications for payment from the ERDF have been 
exceeded. As a rule, the DAs do not act as authorizing authorities or managers. 

Computerization of the monitoring procedures helps to ensure efficiency, proper 
classification of projects and the accuracy of expenditure records, making it possible to 
pick out information on any particular project from the financial reports at any time. The 
findings of the visits made so far show that not all Member States have computerized their 
procedures for monitoring expenditure by final beneficiaries (e.g. Denmark, Ireland, Italy 
and Luxembourg). However, only in a few cases could minor improvements be made to 
enhance the efficiency of the monitoring process (clearer categorization of requests for 
payment by sub-programme and by year (Denmark}, global summary by OP 
(Luxembourg) and more systematic checking .of what percentage of the first tranche has 
been used when the second is requested (UK)). 

Standardization of the procedures for collecting information has been dealt with at 
point 1. 1. 1 above. 

1.2.3.- Publicity rules for Community cofinancing 
Generally speaking, projects cofinanced by the ERDF do observe the publicity rules in all 
Member States. 
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1.2.4. - Organization of DAs and staffing levels 
With the notable exception ofltaly (at the time of the visit), the organizational structure of 
the DAs in the Member States was functional and based on well established administrative 
traditions. 
However, staffing levels were found to be too low in Greece and, in particular, the United 
Kingdom, where staff spent more time selecting projects and attending monitoring 
committe_e meetings than managing projects. 

2 - Systems audit of intermediate-level managers and/or final beneficiaries 

2.1. -Sound management of .financial flows 

2.1.1. -Factual and accounting certification 
In reality, it is at this level (FBs) that expenditure is certified. Invoices are either: 

- certified by an external expert accountant (who is not always aware of all aspects 
of the Community regulations relating to the documents being checked (Flemish region in 
Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands and the UK); or 

- certified both from an accounting point of view (internally or by an external 
expert) and technically (physical progress made on the project - Walloon region m 
Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Portugal and Spain). 
Expenditure is certified ex ante (most systems) or ex pos((Germany and the UK). 

2 .1. 2. - General remarks 
In general, control systems depend on the FB in question. Where the project leader is a 
public-sector body, checks on progress made, observance of procedures and accounting 
procedures used for expenditure comply with the laws and other rules of the Member 
State in question and the expenditure referred to above (at point II.A.2.1.1) is certified at 
various stages in the progress of the work. Furthermore, the FBs are subject to external 
administrative and financial controls provided for by national rules, as described at 
point II.A.1.1.2 above). 

Supporting documents were found to be available from the FBs audited in every case. 

2.1.3. - The summary expenditure statem~nts and requests for payment are based on 
expenditure already incurred by the FB. However, in Ireland, some as yet unpaid invoices 
were included i~ the summary statements; the relevant Departments had not been clearly 
informed ofthe correct procedure by the DA. 

2.1.4. Double-posting of expenditure 
The control visits did not find any invoices which had been booked twice amongst the 
samples examined. This can be put down to the classification of projects in the general 
accounts kept by the project leaders. Very few projects had not been classified (Ireland 
and Campania in Italy). Some Member States had even made financial assistance 
conditional on clear book-keeping for cofinanced projects (Denmark and the 
Netherlands). 

2.1. 5. - Financing schemes for the FB s 
This matter has already been dealt with at point. A.l.l. 5 above. 
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2.2. -Sound administration 

2.2.1. - Methods of selecting FBs and providing them with information 
As stated above at point A.l.2.1, projects for an OP are often selected at central level or 
by the monitoring committee. However, certain regional and national FBs, which 
coordinate projects in the region or on behalf of other ministries, are responsible for 
selecting and approving projects submitted by FBs (regional technical committees in 
France, Lander in Germany and lead departments in Ireland, which organize the technical 
and financial analysis of the projects and approve them). Sometimes these bodies are also 
involved in selecting projects (regional coordination committees in Portugal). 

In many cases, the information provided by the DA or the intermediate-level manager for 
the PBs regarding accounting procedures and eligibility of expenditure (e.g. VAT and 
invoices not yet paid) is satisfactory (France, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal and the 
UK). But there are still doubts concerning the information given to PBs in a number of 
Member States, particularly information regarding VAT rules (Flemish region in Belgium 
and Denmark) and the eligibility of expenditure not yet incurred (ireland - see 
point A.2.l.3 above- and Denmark). ' 

2.2.2.- Effectiveness of monitoring 
Projects (technical aspects and accounts) are monitored by the FBs, in some cases in 
accordance with monitoring procedures laid down by the DAs (see points A.l.2.1 and 
1.2.2). In the vast majority of cases, the procedure for monitoring accounts is compatible 
with the separate accounting procedures for eligible expenditure (classification of projects 
transferred to invoices and expenditure registered), making it easy to match up the FBs' 
accounting tables with the summary requests for payment sent to the DA. 

Financial and account monitoring by the FBs was computerized, with very few exceptions 
(Flemish region, the Greek prefecture in lpiros which was audited, the lead departments in 
Ireland (intermediate-level managers) and Campania in Italy). Errors in data transferred 
manually from the FBs to the DAs were detected in Ireland only. In Denmark, the North 
Jutland regional council, an intermediate-level manager, was not kept informed of PBs' 
requests for payment, which were sent directly to the DA (NAIT) and the half-yearly 
financial report to the regional council, set out on a standard form, was not stamped by 
the FB's external accounting expert while the declarations of expenditure sent to NAIT 
were. 

As. far as technical monitoring of projects is concerned, the project leader regularly issues 
certificates enabling the invoices submitted by the firm carrying out the work to the 
project leader to be paid. Points A.l.l.l and 2.1.1 above explain how these certificates fit 
into the process for certifying eligible expenditure by the FBs. All project leaders, whether 
public or private, are required in all Member States to observe certain technical standards, 
and a final technical control is generally carried out on completion of the work to ensure 
that they have done so. 

2.2.3. -Generally speaking, the FBs (project leaders) which were audited did observe the 
publicity rule. 
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2.2.4. -Compliance with the public procurement rules 
With a view to ensuring that Community policies are compatible with each other, 
Financial Control checks, in particular, that the competition rules applicable to public 
procurement have been observed (see Article 7(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 2081/93 of 
20 July 1993 on the tasks of the structural funds (the framework regulation) and the 
second sub-paragraph of Article 25( 6) of Regulation (EEC) No 2082/93 of 20 July 1993 
on the coordination of the structural funds). The Member States were notified of these 
provisions in Commission communication C(88) 2510. 
In most cases, the FBs inspected in the various Member States were well acquainted with 
the Community rules and implemented them properly. Only one case of non-compliance 
was detected, in the United Kingdom. The breach took place despite the fact that DA had 
produced and distributed guidelines on the rules and despite the existence of a national 
external audit procedure for checking that the rules have been observed, which, in the case 
in question, clearly did not function as it should have. Other reservations concerned the 
Greek legislation giving effect to the rules, which is not always in accordance with the 
spirit of the Community provisions. 
At the other end of the spectrum, some procedures are stricter than the Commission 
requires. In the Flemish region in Belgium, the rules require that invitations to tender for 
contracts worth less than the amount mentioned in the Commission communication be 
published in the OJ and in Ireland, before the lead departments give approval for any 
project, they check that any potential recipient of cofinancing intends to publish invitations 
to tender in accordance with the rules. 

3. Specific comments on certain Member States 

3.1.- Denmark 
Dealings between the various management levels (central, regional and final) are 
complicated in Denmark by the fact that there are two channels via which financial 
information can be passed from the FBs to the designated authority, the NAIT (National 
Agency for Industry and Trade). 

Expenditure statements incurred by the FBs are sent by the FBs to the relevant county 
council (the intermediate-level manager), whiCh gathers them together and sends them to 
the NAIT. Using these centrally consolidated statements, the NAIT can then put forward 
requests for the payment of advances to the Commission once a given expenditure 
threshold has been crossed. For this channel, there is a minimum control procedure for 
checking that the declared expenditure has actually been incurred. This procedure (which 
involves checking the date given for the expenditure, the signature and the eligibility) is 
carried out not by the regional authorities, which collect the information every six months 
on standard forms, but by the DA. The controls revealed that expenditure had been 
estimated in some cases. 

Requests for payment are also sent by the FBs to the NAIT (request for reimbursement of 
expenditure actually incurred), but these are sent direct rather than via the regional 
authorities (which are not informed of the requests}, and the documents are subject to a 
detailed inspection by an independent accountant. 

Thus there are two procedures, one of which involves much more thorough verification of 
the information than the other, the procedure for certifying expenditure to the 
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Commission being the less satisfactory. It should be possible to change the Danish system 
without too great an upheaval, to make it possible to base requests for advances on 
statements which have been checked. 

3 .2. - Greece 
3 .2.1. - The Greek system for verifying data relies on the FBs' internal systems (in the case 
of public-sector FBs). The FBs send their expenditure statements, certified by themselves, 
to the secretariat of the monitoring committee. While most of the expenditure has actually 
been incurred, in some cases forecast expenditure is also included in the statements 

3 .2.2. - The national laws on public procurement constitute another problem. 

3 .2.3. - The systems audit has so far examined only public-sector FBs but there will be an 
audit of private FBs, which use different procedures to their counterparts in the public 
sector. 

3.3. - Ireland 
The management and control functions performed by the central DA, the Department of 
Finance, are very limited. Its role is restricted to classifying expenditure statements 
submitted by the FBs to the intermediate-level managers, the lead departments, with the 
real responsibility for management and monitoring. Each department may be simply a final 
beneficiary for a number of projects or it may also act as a coordinator and intermediate
level manager for other departments involved in projects relating directly to its field. It 
then becomes a lead department (for example, the Department of the Environment is the 
lead department for projects of potential benefit to a number of departments and, as such, 
it collects the expenditure statements from the departments involved and monitors the 
projects). The quality of the various lead depanments' control systems is variable (the 
Department of Environment carries out direct controls, the Department of Transportation 
employs an accountant to carry out controls and the Department of the Marine's controls 
are minimal and have been recognized as insufficient). Furthermore, the audit revealed 
that in some cases the expenditure had not been incurred. In the interests of increased 
efficiency, the DA should consider harmonizing procedures and taking steps to ensure that 
the lead departments are better informed as to eligibility. 

3.4. -Italy 
The findings of this report on the Italian central system are no longer valid since the 
MISM (Ministry for the Development of the Mezzogiomo ), the DA audited in 
October 1992, has been abolished and replaced. The Italian authorities have not yet sent 
Financial Control a complete description of the new system. Furthermore, the conclusions 
on the regional system are based solely on the audit of the Campania region and can in no 
way be taken as representative of the general situation in the Italian regions. The central 
system must be audited again and the regional audit must be extended to cover other 
regions. 
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B)- CONCLUSIONS OF THE AUDIT OF NATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND 
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES CO-FINANCED 
BYTHEERDF 

1. - The findings oft he various visits, together with the descriptions of the systems sent to 
Financial Control by the designated authorities, provide a good overview of the national 
management and control systems for operational programmes cofinanced by the ERDF. 
The tas~ now is to gather yet more information both from documentary sources with the 
help of the DAs and through more audit visits to different types of final beneficiaries, not 
included in the limited samples audited to date. In this way, the profiles of the national 
systems that have been built up can be continually updated. Furthermore the audit 
revealed that some of the expenditure presented by DAs were not eligible and Financial 
Control was able to ask the authorizing directorates-general to correct the requests for 
payment. 

The following conclusions, based on the systems-audit visits, are to be taken as 
incomplete and provisional until confirmed by subsequent audits of the other categories 
of final beneficiaries. 

2. - In almost every case, the DAs were satisfied with very basic checks on the facts and 
figures presented to them. They did not require accounts to be submitted, nor did they 
visit FBs' premises to examine them; there were no systematic checks on the eligibility of 
declared expenditure or on the invoices presented by the FBs (whether these had been 
paid or were "about" to be paid). 

In five Member States (France, Germany, Ireland, Italy and Spain), the DAs do not carry 
out checks of any description before certifYing expenditure to the Commission. They do 
nothing more than forward documents from the FBs, which certifY their expenditure, to 
the Commission. Seven of the remaining DAs carry out only the most superficial controls, 
checking merely that the date on which the expenditure was incurred is correct, that 
documents bear the requisite stamps and seals and that the arithmetic is correct on the 
summary statements (Flemish region in Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Portugal and the UK). 

There only exception is the Walloon region in Belgium (one of the two Belgian DAs), 
which has the expenditure statements checked by the regional court of auditors before 
certifYing the expenditure to the Commission. 

3. - It may be necessary to increase staffing levels in the DAs in order to improve the 
control systems at that level. 

4. - The DAs rely on the internal and external controls of expenditure carried out by the 
FBs and on the administrative and financial controls of the central systems and the FBs 
undertaken by national control bodies (tax inspectorates, courts of auditors, 
administration inspectorates etc.). The controls carried out by these bodies do not appear 
to be as frequent or as well targeted as they ought to be. Often the project leaders' internal 
checks are in effect the only steps taken to verity expenditure statements and external 
audits are the only checks carried out on total expenditure. 
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5. - The procedure for collecting financial data from the FBs and the intermediate-level 
managers is not always standardized. While eight of the DAs have established a proper 
system for financial reporting (standard forms for payment declarations, forms sent in at 
regular intervals), the others leave FBs to declare expenditure as and when it suits them 
(Flemish region in Belgium, Italy and Luxembourg). 

There are two issues which have to be dealt with when a financial reporting systems is set 
up: 

- the frequency with which data are sent in (in Spain, this is done every six months, 
which is not frequent enough to ensure that the delay between expenditure and receipt of 
ERDF assistance is kept to a minimum). 

- computerization of the reporting procedure, to avoid errors in the transcription of 
data (of which there are numerous cases in Ireland). In France, the DA and the 
prefectures exchange diskettes every month, enabling the DA to keep track of the 
situation more effectively. 
All DAs should set up a reliable system preferably computerized, for collecting data at 
regular and frequent intervals, enabling data to be entered directly. The objective would be 
to minimize administrative delays and maximize the use of the annual tranches allocated to 
each project. While most Member States usually apply for advances from the Community 
as soon as, or even just before the relevant expenditure thresholds have been reached, the 
United Kingdom, for example, does not present requests for payments until well after the 
thresholds have been reached. 

6. - In almost all of the cases inspected, requests for payment submitted to the 
Commission were for eligible expenditure which had already been incurred, subject to the 
reservations expressed above. Only one request, submitted by the UK, included some 
estimated expenditure. 

7. - The quantity and quality of information given to the final beneficiaries on the eligibility 
of expenditure is generally satisfactory. However, FBs in three Member States (Flemish 
region in Belgium, Denmark and Ireland) were very uncertain as to the eligibility of 
certain types of expenditure, as a result of which they submitted claims for ineligible 
expenditure (refundable VAT, invoices which had not yet been paid). The DAs in question 
should make sure that the instructions they give are clearer in future. 

8. - Computerization is, in general, essential if expenditure is to be broken down clearly by 
sub-programme, project and year. Projects are almost always classified to ensure that 
expenditure is not claimed twice and that the FBs' accounts tally with the financial reports 
submitted to the DAs. Only four DAs have not yet computerized their financial reporting 
procedures (Denmark, Ireland, Italy and Luxembourg). Project monitoring was, on the 
whole, found to be highly satisfactory, though certain adjustments are called for in 
Denmark, Luxembourg and the UK. 

9. - The Community publicity rules applicable to co financed projects appear to be 
correctly implemented (particularly in Greece, Portugal and Spain). 

10. - The FBs audited were well acquainted with the Community public procurement rules 
(Commission communication C(88) 2510). There was only one case, in the UK, in which 
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an invitation to tender should have been published in the OJ under the Community rules, 
but was not despite the existence of a national control procedure, which, in this case, did 
not function properly. · 
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ill - AUDIT OF MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR 
OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES CO-FINANCED BY THE GUIDANCE 
SECTION OF THE ·EUROPEAN AGRICULTURE GUIDANCE AND 
GUARANTEE FUND (EAGGF) IN THE MEMBER STATES 
(See Annex 2 for synoptic tables showing the findings of the missions) 

The methodology used for the systems audit was also used for the national management 
and control systems for measures co financed by the guidance section of the EAGGF. 
This category includes a large number of projects, diverse both in form - collectively, they 
have over thirty different regulations and decisions· from both the Council and the 
Commission as their legal basis - and in nature, ranging from small compensatory amounts 
paid to every final beneficiary to special structural measures, more limited in scope but 
involving ever greater sums, paid to institutional FBs such as local authorities, local action 
groups etc. 

Auditing the systems for this fund is a major undertaking since: 
- in each Member State, a separate management and control system has been 

created for each regulation providing for a type of support and for each level (central, i.e. 
DAs, regional intermediate-level managers and FBs), which means there are three systems 
to be audited for each regulation; 

-.real managerial authority may lie at the central level (with the DA) or the 
intermediate level (with the region), depending on the type of measure. 
Furthermore, FBs are individual farmers in the vast majority of cases. 

The audit must therefore deal with each ofthe following levels separately· 

- the designated authority (central level), usually the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry (e.g., Reg. No 866/90); 

- the province (or region) responsible for a specific measure (regional or 
intermediate level), with the ministry playing a more limited role as coordinator 
(e.g. objective 5b ); and · 

- final beneficiaries - a very diverse group (farmers, local authorities, private 
companies involved in processing agricultural products, local groupings etc.). 

In each case, therefore, the report therefore has to state which system it is referring to, 
giving, for example, the number of the Regulation constituting the legal basis for the 
measure in question. This must be done for each level so as to avoid excessive 
generalizations, which would detract from the clarity and usefulness of the analysis. 
The audit in 1993 covered six types of measure, with the following legal bases: 

- Council Regulations (EEC) No 866/90 and No 867/90 of 29 March 1990 on 
improving the processing and marketing conditions for agricultural products (revealing 
about the central system because objective Sa measures are usually managed directly by 
the ministry, with no regional intermediary); 

- Council Regulation (EEC) No 2328/91 of 15 July 1991 on improving the 
efficiency of agricultural structures (compensation for farmers in mountain regions); 

- Council Regulation (EEC) No 3828/85 of 20 December 1985 on a specific 
programme for the development of Portuguese agriculture (PEDAP); 
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- Commission Notice to the Member States (Ref. 91/C 73/85) of the 15 March on 
the LEADER Initiative (Liaison entre actions de developpement de l'economie rurale -
links between actions for the development of the rural economy); 

-Council Regulation (EEC) No 4042/89 of 19 December 1989 on the improvement 
of the conditions under which fishery and aquaculture products are processed and 
marketed; 

- multifund operational programmes in objective 1 and 5b areas. 

Financial Control has drawn up a very busy programme of audit visits for this fund in 
1994. The findings given below are thus provisional and apply only to the systems covered 
by the Regulations referred to. 

A) - FINDINGS OF AUDIT MISSIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE FINANCIAL 
CONTROLLER IN 1992 AND 1993 

1. - Systems audit of designated authorities (the central systems in the 
Member States) 

1.1. - Sound management of financial flows 

1.1.1. - Factual and accounting certification 
Expenditure is certified to the Commission by the agriculture ministries (the DAs). In· 
most cases, the expenditure statements submitted by the regional, intermediate-level 
authorities or the FBs have already been checked by the DA itself (Belgium -
Reg. 866/90, Luxembourg - Reg 866/90, the Netherlands - Reg. 866/90 and the UK -
DANI Reg 866/90), an independent accountant (Denmark- Regs 866/90 and 867/90) or 
both (Ireland -Reg. 866/90 and the rural development multifund OP). Some DAs certify 
to the Commission on the basis of the expenditure statements submitted to them, which · 
they stamp without verifYing. This is the system in Member States with federal or 
decentralized systems of government, where it is the regional authorities who carry out 
the checks (Germany and Italy- Reg. 866/90 and the LEADER CIP). 
Factual and accounting certification can be considered satisfactory because the procedure 
does involve real, direct verification of declared expenditure. 

Compensation for farmers in mountainous areas (Reg. 2328/91) is not certified to the 
Commission in the same wa'j as other assistance. Instead, the DA sends applications for 
reimbursement to the Commission in year n for the Community's contribution to subsidies 
paid in accordance with the national plan in year n-1. When the central authority, the 
Ministry of Agriculture (Spain, Scottish Office in Scotland), is selecting applications for 
reimbursement, it checks the supporting documents submitted against predefined criteria 
to ascertain whether compensation is justified. This sort of control, built in to the selection 
procedure, coupled with visits to check the declarations made by FBs (Spain, Ireland and 
Scotland), constitutes the only management and control system which adequately ensures . 
that compensation· is paid in accordance with the relevant criteria. In the other Member 
States, farmers' applications for reimbursement are selected and checked by decentralized 
authorities (see point 2.1.1 below). 
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1.1.2. - The following conclusions can be drawn from the information given above. 

As a rule the systems for verifYing whether expenditure statements are true, which in most 
Member States operate at central level, function smoothly and efficiently. There are 
historical reasons for this: the Member. States, particularly the older ones, set up· 
management and control teams for similar national schemes a long time ago. These teams 
are quite large and well trained and have experience and skills which help them to run the 
national control systems for measures cofinanced by the guidance section of the EAGGF. 

There are two procedures for verifying declared expenditure: 
- controls on supporting documents supplied by the FBs (invoices, receipts, bank 

statements etc.). The DAs were found not to be in possession of supporting documents in 
the following cases: Denmark (Reg. 866/90), Germany and Spain (objective Sb and, 
Reg. 866/90) and Portugal (Reg. 3828/85 and electrification of farms). In these cases, 
document checks were restricted to checks on the expenditure statements submitted 
(Spain) and not on original documents. Document checks in Denmark are carried out by 
an independent accountant, paid for by the FB; 

- inspection visits to the regional authorities or the FBs (Belgium, Denmark, France 
·objective Sb (in preparation for the future), Ireland, Italy for national measures only, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal and the UK). 

1.1.3. - Balance declarations are thus based on actual expenditure incurred by the FBs and 
checked by the DAs. There were some cases in which ineligible expenditure had been 
included in Belgium, Denmark and Ireland (compensatory amounts, Reg. 2328/91) but 
none of them were important. In Portugal a case in which an OP (Reg. 886/90) had been 
adjusted for inflation twice was brought to the attention of the national authorities 
(IFADAP). 

1.1.4. - Some Member States (Spain, Reg. - 866/90, Ireland- Rural Development OP and 
Portugal - the LEADER CIP) have set up an organized and standardized procedure for 
the collection offinancial data by the DA, while others have not (e.g. Belgium, resulting in 
problems in converting the FBs' expenditure into ecus). 

1.1.5. - Original invoices submitted as supporting documents are generally stamped 
(except in Italy- Reg. 866/90). 

0 

1.1. 6 - The funding schemes (advance, prefinancing and reimbursement) vary according to 
the type of measure and the Member State. In most cases (except for compensation 
payments under Reg. 2328/91, to which this matter does not apply), expenditure already 
incurred by the FBs is reimbursed, sometimes in tranches (Luxembourg- Reg. 866/90). It 
was found that central authorities did, however, operate a number of other schemes, 
including: 

- advance payment to the FBs of both Community and national assistance 
(Luxembourg - Reg. 866/90; Denmark - Reg. 866/90 - though rarely, only for projects 
and covering no more than 80% of the forecast cost; and Portugal, where advances are 
possible but never paid in practice); 
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- prefinancing (Belgium - Reg. 866/90 - national prefinancing for the FB via the 
Institut de Credit des fonds communautaires; and Luxembourg - Reg. 866/90). 

Financial Control found that in a number of cases, financial channels were still somewhat 
slow (Denmark, Spain - Reg. 866/90, Ireland -Regs 2328/91 and 866/90), while in 
Portugal (the LEADER CIP) and the Netherlands (Reg. 866/90) funds were left unused at 
central level as a result of delays - in financial transfers between the IEADR and the local 
groups in Portugal and in the performance of meas·ures under the various programmes in 
the Netherlands. 

1:2 Sound administrative management 

1.2.1. -Methods of selecting FBs and providing them with information 

As a rule, the methods of selecting FBs used by the central authorities are satisfactory and 
based on clear and predefined criteria (except for certain isolated cases relating to the 
Rural Development OP in Ireland); such methods incorporate procedures for checking 
that applicants meet the criteria in question and for assessing projects. 

Invitations to apply for support may be published in the national government gazette by 
the central authorities (Belgium - Reg. 866/90) and potential applicants provided with 
standard application forms (Belgium - Reg. 866/90, Denmark - Reg. 866/90, Greece -
Reg. 2328/91, Ireland - Reg. 2328/91, Spain - Reg. 2328/91, Northern Ireland -
Reg. 866/90 and Scotland -Reg .. 866/90). In Greece, some applications (compensatory 
amounts Reg. 2328/91) were found not to have been dated, which may lead to confusion 
as to the period of eligibility for certain requests for payment. 

The information given to FBs and intermediate-level managers on eligibility and the rules 
for implementing cofinanced measure was found to be inadequate in Ireland - certain 
measures relating to the Rural Development OP, Greece -Reg. 2328/91, the Netherlands 
- Reg. 866/90 and the UK (Northern Ireland) - Reg. 866/90. In other cases, the 
information supplied was judged satisfactory, e.g, in brochures or fact files giving 
information on the national and Community systems (Denmark - Regs 866/90 and 867/90, 
Ireland- Reg. 2328/91 an_d Portugal- the LEADER CIP). 

1.2.2. - Monitoring of projects 

The term "monitoring" covers two activities: the first is the monitoring of expenditure, 
requests for payment and payments to the FBs, followed by the publication of reports, 
usually annual (more often than not, this type of monitoring is computerized); and 
secondly, monitoring of farms and projects. Physical data (Ireland - Rural Development. 
OP) and information on the results of controls (Portugal - PEDAP) are not yet always 
published for all the measures in the annual reports. 

DAs' monitoring procedures were found to be satisfactory in a large number of 
Member States; computerization was quite advanced, particularly with regard to financial 
monitoring (Belgium - Reg. 866/90, Denmark - Reg. 866/90, Ireland - Reg. 2328/91, 
though procedures were only partially computerized, limiting the scope for monitoring of 
payments, Luxembourg - Reg. 866/90 (monitoring basic and computerization not very 
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advanced, but efficient given the· volume of measures), Spain - Reg. 2328/91 and 
objective Sb and the UK (Scotland -Reg. 2328/91 and Northern Ireland -Reg. 866/90). 
The Netherlands - Reg. 866/90 have a very good computerized system for monitoring 
payments (VERA) but receive undated requests for payment from FBs, which makes the 
task of converting the expenditure into ecus somewhat problematic. 

Monitoring of measures was found to be unsatisfactory for certain regulations in a number 
of Member States in which the DA relies on the regional intermediate-level manager to 
carry out the monitoring (Greece - Reg. 2328/91 - payment system not computerized, 
hence management procedures are not very clear, Italy - Reg. 866/90; Portugal - PEDAP 
(no access to information on other projects and measures cofinanced by the EAGGF), 
Reg. 866/90 (no monitoring or information in respect of changes made to projects by 
FBs) and the LEADER CIP (no monitoring of national contribution to complement 
cofinancing), and Spain- Reg. 866/90. 

Lastly, owing to the decentralized administrative structure of certain Member States, the 
DAs' managerial functions are restricted to coordination (Germany- all regulations, Italy
the LEADER CIP). In the case of Germany, monitoring involves nothing more than an 
annual report from the Federal Ministry, bringing together the data and information sent in 
by the Land ministries, who are really responsible for managing cofinanced measures. 

In the case of certain measures directly affecting farmers (Reg. 2328/91, compensation), 
financial monitoring is quite clearly <;:arried out primarily by the regional offices of the DA 
(Ireland and Scotland) or even the regional intermediate-level managers (Greece and 
Spain), which are more familiar with the farms in question and who send the information 
on to the DA. 

1.2.3.- Publicity rules for Community cofinancing 
With the exception of Ireland (Regs 2328/91 and 866/90) and Northern Ireland. 
(Reg. 866/90), which comply fully with publicity rules by inserting special boxes on forms 
supplied to applicants or published in the press, and Belgium, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands (Reg. 866/90), which, at the very least, mention the fact that projects are 
being cofinanced by the guidance section of the EAGGF on application forms or in the 
decision to grant assistance, there is a general tendency to under-publicize Community 
cofinancing on standard forms supplied by the DA, in decisions granting assistan~e and in 
the press in general (Denmark - Reg. 866/90, Ireland - Rural Development OP for certain 
measures, Portugal - Reg. 866/90 (a ministerial decree requires cofinancing to be 
publicized, but it is not implemented), Scotland and Spain). 

1.2.4. - Organization of DAs and staffing levels 
As a rule, the relevant departments in the DAs are adequately staffed by well trained 
employees (only the local offices of the Greek ministry responsible for compensation 
under Reg. 2328/91 appeared to be under-staffed). Staff are also experienced regarding 
the monitoring and control of the type of measures which are co financed. and well 
acquainted with the Community regulations (thanks partly to the training seminars 
organized by DG VI). 

Furthermore, the DA is broken up into various departments to reflect the different 
functions performed. For instance, there is a clear distinction between management and 
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control activities, except in Belgium and Ireland for Reg. 866/90 {in Ireland the DA i~ 
controlled separately by a national body). 

2. - Audit of intermediate-level (regional) management and control systems 

In highly decentralized Member States, the conclusions drawn from the audit for one 
region do not necessarily apply to all regions as their administrative systems may differ 
significantly. The conclusions must first be confirmed by audits on a much more varied 
sample of intermediate systems. 

2.1. - Sound management of financial flows 

2.1. L ·-Factual and accounting certification 
Despite the fact that the DAs have exclusive responsibility for certifying expenditure 

to the Commission, the intermediate-level (regional) authorities are sometimes involved in 
the certification process for the EAGGF, as for other funds. Sometimes, they are even 
responsible for the bulk of the work involved. They often prepare the expenditure 
statements {Land ministries in Germany, the regions in Italy for LEADER and in Greece, 
regional agriculture directorates in France and Portugal and the communities in Spain). 
The statements are then formally certified to the Commission by the DA after the 
declarations of expenditure have been checked (except in Germany and Italy - see 
point III-A-1.1.1 above). In the other Member States (Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands) the regional intermediate-level managers intervene less 
directly in the certification process. · 

2.1.2. - Control system 

Payment reguests submitted by the FBs are checked at regional level in Germany 
(by the Lander - the only control level), Italy - Reg. 866/90, Portugal - regional 
agricultural directorate for PEDAP, Spain - autonomous communities for objective Sb, 
the UK - Welsh Office for the LEADER CIP. Often control systems involve making 
inspection visits to the FBs (Greece - OP for eastern Macedonia-Thrace, German Lander, 
Italy -all regulations, Spain- objective Sb and Reg. 866/90 and the UK- LEADER CIP). 
In almost every Member State, all inspection visits for Reg. 2328/91 (compensation) are 
carried out at this level (see point III-A-1.1. 1 above). 

In almost every case, regional managers were able to produce supporting documents 
relating to expenditure by FBs (originals or certified copies), with the following 
exceptions: Limousin in France {Limousin OP), the Italian regions (all regulations) and the 
Welsh Office (LEADER CIP). The lack of supporting documents in these regions. does 
not, however, enable conclusions to be drawn regarding all regions in those countries for 
the regulations in question. 

2.1.3. - Expenditure statements sent for the purposes of certification are based on actual 
expenditure (as proven by receipted and checked invoices where stated-above), except in 
Italy for expenditure relating to work done by the FB, which is estimated (all regulations). 
Cases of ineligible expenditure were detected in Spain (Aragon - objective Sb ), Italy 
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(Basilicata - LEADER CIP and VAT expenditure) and France (Limousin OP). In 
Limousin, estimated expenditure was included in the expenditure statements. 

2.1.4. -Financing schemes for FBs 
There are great variations between Member States or intermediate-level regional 

managers within the Member States, depending on the regulation in question. However, 
the small size of the sample used for the audit of the regions means that none of the 
conclusions drawn below can necessarily be applied to all regions for any of the 
regulations. 

-Advance-based schemes: operated by certain (new) Lander (half-monthly advances 
are paid under certain circumstances for projects run by the municipalities); the Madrid 
autonomous community (objective Sb ); French regions (Limousin OP - where support is 
split into annual tranches, otherwise reimbursement is made in a single payment); Italian 
regions (objective Sb multifund OP and LEADER CIP), though the FB must arrange a 
bank guarantee for the region, which freezes the advance as soon as it is paid and cancels 
its effect for the project leader; and local action groups in Portugal (LEADER CIP - first 
advance of 50% payable against a bank guarantee). 

- Regional prefinancing of projects: no cases have come to light so far. Some 
German Lander (Saxony-Anhalt) have made provision for prefinancing but have not made 
use of it owing to cash problems. 

- Reimbursement of expenditure by the FB (if only for expenditure not covered by 
advances): operated by German Lander, Greek regions (expenditure on the OP for eastern 
Macedonia-Thrace are reimbursed on presentation of receipted invoices), Spanish 
autonomous communities (Reg. 866/90), French and Italian regions (Limousin OP, Sicily 
and Calabria for the LEADER CIP) and local Portuguese groups for the LEADER CIP. 
There are still some reports of rather slow financial channels. 

2.2.- Sound administrative management 

2.2.1. - Methods of selecting FBs and providing them with information 
As stated above at point A-1.2.2), the regional level has the largest part to play in 
assessing requests for compensation in accordance with Reg. 2328/91 and the final 
selection ofFBs. As a rule, FBs are selected by one oftwo methods: 
- by the regional authorities alone either on the basis of national criteria laid down by the 
central ministry (regions in Greece and France for Reg. 2328/91, Italian regions for 
Reg. 866/90 and the LEADER CIP and local groups for the LEADER CIP) or not 
(German Lander, technical committee of the French region of Limousin for the Limousin 
OP), in which case the region has complete freedom of choice; or 
- in cooperation with the central level, in which case the regions coll~ct, in some cases 
filter (preselect) and send applications to the DA for a final decision (autonomous 
communities in Spain for Reg. 866/90 and objective Sb ). 

The quantity and quality of information sent to the FBs were found to be satisfactory in 
the cases inspected, except in Rheinland-Pfalz in Germany (objective Sb), where the 
authorities raised questions during the visit about the eligibility of certain expenditure 
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(purchases of land) and suggested that DG VI produce a guide to the eligibility of 
expenditure. 

2.2.2. - Efficiency .of monitoring 
Regional monitoring is generally satisfactory, though certain shortcomings were detected 
in some cases: Saxony-Anhalt in 1991 (though improvements have been made since then), 
Aragon for objective 5 b, Hautes-Alpes in France for Reg. 2328/9I (lack of transparency), 
Limousin for the Limousin OP (unwieldy monitoring procedure), management of the 
LEADER CIP by the local action groups in Portugal. However, in each case, the narrow 
·range of samples makes it impossible to draw any conclusions about the national situation 
from the shortcomings detected at local level. 

Monitoring is computerized almost everywhere, except in Greece for Reg. 2328/9I 
(financial monitoring), Aragon for objective 5b, Apulia in Italy (multifund objective I OP, 
with Reg. 2052/88 as the basis). 

2.2.3. -Publicity rule 
Most ofthe cases of non-compliance were in Spain (Aragon- objective 5b, and Valencia
Reg. 866/90), while the situation in the new German Lander has greatly improved since 
I992. In the other regions audited, the level of compliance with the publicity rule was 
found to be satisfactory (references to cofinancing by the guarantee section of the EAGGF 
were made on the application forms sent to potential FBs or in the documents sent to FBs 
notifying them ofthe decision to' grant assistance). 

2.2.4. -Organization of intermediate-level managers and staffing levels 
As a rule regional intermediate-level managers, like the DAs, are adequately staffed with 
well-trained employees who have a lot of experience of managing Community 
programmes. The only staffing problems were found in Hautes-Alpes in France, where 
part-time staff were being used, and Lombardy in Italy for Reg. 866/90. There were no 
problems in the other regions in these countries. 

A clear distinction is generally made between management, control and payment activities 
in the departments in question, except in Italy where management and control are always 
the responsibility of the same staff (Lombardy - Reg. 866/90, Apulia - multifund 
objective I OP, Umbria- multifund objective 5b OP, and Sicily and Calabria- LEADER 
CIP). 

3 - Remarks on individual Member States 

3.I.- Germany 
3. 1 . 1 The Federal Agriculture Ministry is the DA but is not directly involved in management 

and control. It merely passes on funds to the r~levant Land ministries and forwards 
requests for payment from the Lander to the Commission. It stamps the requests for 
payment but does not check that they are accurate. Strictly speaking, there is thus no 
central management and control system. 
In practice, it is the Lander which manage the programmes and are responsible for 
verifying expenditure and, in most cases, the whole pyramidal administrative structure is 
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given powers for monitoring and controlling cofinanced programmes. The Ministries of 
Agriculture (and/or the Environment and/or Forestry} in theLander certify expenditure 
unofficially to the Commission before official certification by the Federal Ministry, 
coordinate the various departments within their jurisdiction by adopting regulations and 
participate in the monitoring committee. 

· 3.1.2. -The Landestimter (Land authorities), to which the Land ministries often delegate 
the power to draw up reports, which are then approved by the Ministry, are given direct 
responsibility for controlling expenditure, local departments, payments to FBs and giving 
approval for the granting of subsidies. The Amter (local offices) or districts (or any other 
similar local authority) under the Landesamt's jurisdiction are responsible for the practical 
aspects of monitoring and controlling projects and FBs by establishing regular contacts 
with them, keeping them informed and receiving requests for participation in projects. 

3.1.3. - The intermediate-level Land system is thus a complete, multi-layer management 
and control system for cofinanced programmes. 

3:2. - France 
Only two types of measure were audited (Reg. 2328/91 and objective 5b) and two 
regional intermediate-level managers (Hautes-Aipes - Reg. 2328/91 and the Limousin_ 
OP). Thus the sample was somewhat restricted and no conclusions can be drawn 
regarding the whole country for either type of measure. Shortcomings were detected (the 
procedures for determining the amount of subsidy were not clear enough and part-time 
staff had unrestricted access to the software for calculating the amounts for Reg. 2328/91; 
supporting documents were missing, there were cases of ineligible and estimated 
expenditure and the procedure for monitoring the national contribution for the Limousin 
OP was unwieldy), but it cannot be assumed that these are representative of the entire 
regional system for all regulations. Further visits to other managers must be organized. 

3.3. -Italy 
3.3.1. - In the case of the four types of measure audited (Reg. 866/90, LEADER CIP, 
objective 5b OP and the multifund objective 1 OP}, the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, the DA, plays a purely official role. Under the Italian Constitution, responsibility 
for agriculture lies with the regions. However, projects or other measures covering a 
number of regions are administered by the Ministry. Responsibility· for the LEADER 
programme was delegated to the regions in 1992. Expenditure statements for regional 
programmes are sent to the Commission via the Ministry, which does check them. The 
Ministry does not coordinate its inter-regional activities with the various regions for the 
OPs it manages which come under Reg. 866/90. 
There is no central system to speak of for the types of measure audited (with the 
exception of the Reg. 866/90 OP covering the wh~le country}; the Ministry essentially 
depends on the regional system without controlling it (the most it does is very loosely 
coordinate the ac~ivities of the region for the LEADER programme. 

3.3.2.- Furthermore, regional and national rules prevent approved measures from starting 
up as quickly as they could under Community regulations, which holds up implementation 
of the projects in question. It is essential that Italy change its internal rules to speed up the 
process of granting assistance and the implementation of measures. 
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3.4.- The Netherlands 
The Dutch management and control system for the guidance section of the EAGGF meets 
all Financial Control's criteria for sound management and effective control, particularly at 
central level. There is, however, one persistent problem with the implementation of 
measures cofinanced by the EAGGF, i.e. the slow pace at which measures are 
implemented by FBs and at which Community support is used. As a result, there is an 
accumulation of unused funds (from advances). In February 1993, when the audit was 
carried out, unused funds totalled some ECU 4.5 million (ECU 6.6 million disbursed by 
the Commission minus ECU 2.15 million- 32.6% ofthe total- paid to the FBs by the DA 
- see the report on the control visit). The Dutch authorities must therefore be urged to 
speed up implementation ofthe OPs. 

3.5.- Denmark 
The Danish control system is not yet complete and has not been changed to take full 
account of the reform of the Structural Funds (like the civil service as a whole, the units 
responsible for controlling expenditure cofinanced by the EU have been cut back, 
primarily to reduce public spending). The central level had no supporting documents, or 
copies, and there were no inspection visits owing to a shortage of staff. All projects are 
controlled in advance by architects who are appointed and paid by the Ministry and who · 
act on its behalf . These architects draw up a certificate stating that the work has been 
completed, irrespective ofthe nature.ofthe work (only 5% ofmeasures are checked direct 
by the Ministry once they have been completed). More significantly, the task of verifying 
expenditure is entrusted to external staff, i.e. an independent accountant (not appointed by 
the Ministry), paid for by the FB, which adds to the cost of the project, in effect reducing 
the amount received by the FB. 

3.6. -Portugal 
The IF ADAP and the IEADR, the Instituto de Estruturas Agnirias e Desenvolvimento 
Rural, are DAs for PEDAP and the LEADER CIP respectively and are primarily 
responsible for management at central level. Their local offices play a role in the regional 
system, acting as intermediaries and coordinators for the FBs. There is a clear separation 
between control functions and "management" functions both internally (IGA, the 
Agriculture Inspectorate-General) and externally (the Finance Inspectorate-General). The 
IF ADAP's role in the field of controls is limited; it has to ask the IGA or the IGF if it 
wants to carry out controls. This is the structure on the mainland. The islands with the 
status of autonomous regions have set up their own system. 

B)- CONCLUSIONS OF THE AUDIT OF NATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND 
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES CO-FINANCED 
BY THE GUIDANCE SECTION OF THE EAGGF 

In each Member State, there are a great many measures cofinanced by the guidance 
section of the EAGGF, with a great variety of legal bases. Some measures have almost 
reached the end of their life-span, having been introduced well before the first reform of 
the Structural Funds, which complicates analysis of the national management and control 
systems. Each system is different from the other for each category of measures and it must 
always be made clear to which measures conclusions relate to. 
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Taken as a whole, the systems studied would appear to be more or less satisfactory and no 
serious flaws were detected during the audit visits. 

1. - In most cases, the DA does not certify facts until it has carried out real and adequate 
checks into expenditure declared by the FBs and/or the regional intermediate-level 
managers. Its role in the certification process is no more than an official one in two cases 
only - Germany and Italy, both of which have regionalized administrative structures. In 
these two countries, the real work involved in certification-is done at regional level by the 
German Lander and the Italian regions, which carry out strict controls. 

i - The certification procedure is based on fairly comprehensive systems for verifying 
declared expenditure, which operate at central level in most cases but at regional in some, 
document controls (generally involving stamping documents) and visits, carried out at 
both levels. 

3. - The central and regional departments responsible for monitoring agriculture-related 
projects have traditionally had sufficient numbers of well trained staff at their disposal. In 
particular, local departments, in direct contact with farmers, can keep a close eye on 
projects and practically know each project individually, which generates a certain amount 
of self-checking. 

4. -Only a small number ofMember States (Ireland, Portugal and Spain) have a regulated 
system for collecting data at central level, which can cause problems (Belgium). 

5. - There were few cases of ineligible expenditure and the cases that did come to light all 
involved negligible amounts (VAT, purchase of second-hand equipment). There were two 
cases of esti"mated expenditure (Limousin OP - estimated expenditure had been included in 
a request for payment - and Italy - expenditure relating to work done by the FB had been 
estimated). 

6. - In most cases, FBs are reimbursed for expenditure they have already incurred though 
some regions do operated limited advance-payment schemes (Germany, Italy and Spain). 
The auditors found that the implementation of operational programmes was rather slow in 
a number of cases (Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain), usually as a 
result of slow financial channels. This led to a build-up of unused funds (Portugal and, in 
particular, the Netherlands) 

7. - The central authorities seem to provide the FBs with adequate information on the 
eligibility of expenditure, except in Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands and the UK. In all 
other cases, information files or brochures are available for potential recipients of 
assistance. 

8. - Procedures for financial monitoring of projects are computerized in almost all cases 
and, generally speaking, the procedures are satisfactory (accounting classification of 
cofinanced expenditure, financial monitoring by OP and by year, well-kept files). The 
shortcomings detected in this area (in Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain) concern one 
particular region and one regulation and cannot be used as a basis for more general 
statements. 
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9. - The publicity rule for Community support is not very well observed on the whole, 
especially by the DAs. Usually the authorities that do make an attempt to comply (in 
Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Northern Ireland) do so merely by 
printing the words "guarantee section of the EAGGF" on application forms for assistance 
or decisions granting assistance, which is not satisfactory. Article 32 of the amended 
Coordination Regulation (Regulation (EEC) No 2082/93) will provide Member States 
with a detailed guidance on how to improve COJllpliance. 

The task of auditing systems will be made all the more difficult by the great diversity in the 
types of assistance if the objective of analysing the systems operated by the DA and at 
least one intermediate-level manager per Member State and per type of support is 
maintained (at least for this fund). 

The sample, especially for the regional level of management, is not broad enough to 
enable any conclusions to be drawn except those concerning specific cases. The 
conclusions presented above are therefore limited in scope. 
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ANNEX2 

Synoptic tables of key issues emerging from the systems audit, by Fund and by 
Member State 

2.1- ESF 
2.2- ERDF 
2.3- EAGGF Guidance Section 

Latest update: May 1994 
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Guide to synoptic tables 

1. For each Member State, with very few exceptions, an audit was performed on the 
central system (the designated authority -- DA) (column 1) and on intermediate-level 
bodies (regional and local authorities, Ministry or division, private- or public sector body 
with national or regional responsibilities) responsible for coordinating the management 
and monitoring of measures implemented by final· beneficiaries (column 2). For the ERDF, 
where regional authorities are commonly the project leader, the analysis relates to final 
beneficiaries (FB). 

2. The findings of the audits are displayed in matrix form by reference to the 
Member States' general obligations under the Treaties and secondary legislation~ chiefly 
the coordination Regulation No 4253/88 as amended. 

QueStion No 

2a 

2b 

3 

3a 

3b 

4 

5 

5a 

Question 
Who is 
certification 
accounts)? 

responsible for 
(facts and 

Supporting 
available? 

documents 

Estimated or real expenditure? 

Control system 

Internal audit? 

External audit? . 

On-the-spot checks? 

Links with FB 

Does the FB enjoy: 

Scheme of advances? 

48 

Interpretation 
Formally the DA sends the 
Commission certified 
recapitulations of expenditure 
made, but in practice other 
bodies can be involved 
(specify). 
Have supporting documents 
(original accounting records or 
certified copies, e.g. receipted 
invoices, receipts, bank 
transfer records) been verified 
by the DA, intermediate-level 
bodies and/or the FB? 
Are there cases where the 
expenditure declared to the 
Commission 1s in fact 
estimated? 
Has a system been established 
and made operational? Does it 
include the following 
components? 
An audit system built into the 
system being audited? 
A system for external auditing 
of the system? · 
On-the-spot checks by DA at 
intermediate-level and FB, by 
intermediate level at FB? 
What formal links exist 
between the FB and the 
authority providing funds? 
Funding schemes generally 
available to FB 
(Various remarks concerning 
financial circuits appear here) 
Are the Community advance 



and national counterpart funds 

Sb 

Sc 

6 

7 

Sa 

Sb 

9 

10 

lOa 

lOb 

paid to the FB? 
Reimbursem~nt scheme? 

National or regional pre
financing scheme? 

Are publicity rules observed? 

Appropriate 
chart? 

organization 

Selection and information of 
FBs 

Systematic 
selection 
processes 

monitoring of 
and information 

Efficiency of monitoring 
(computerized?) 

Designated authority 

Main intermediate-level 
managers 
Staff qualifications 
Staff numbers 

Does th~ FB have to pay bills 
for project expenditure from its 
own cash resources and then 
claim reimbursement? 
Do the national or regional 
authorities pre-finance projects 
from their own resources 
without awaiting the 
Community contribution? 
Are the provisions of the 
coordination Regulation 
regarding publicity observed? 
Is the organization chart of the 
national and regi9nal 
authorities in charge of 
operational 
adequate 
separation)? 

programmes 
(functional 

How are FBs selected? Is there 
satisfactory information on co
financing facilities and access 
to them (notably as regards 
eligibility of expenditure)? 
Are there procedures for 
reviewing FB selection and 
information processes? 
Are the management and 
monitoring (physical and 
financial) of measures efficient 
and computerized to an 
adequate degree? 
Identification of the authority 
designated by the Member 
State to certify expenditure 
statements sent to the 
Commission 
Intermediate-level managers on 
whom audits were performed 
Is the management and control 
system adequate to meet the 
coordination Regulation's · 
requirements? 

3. Where information is not supplied, the relevant boxes in the table are left blank. 
The information will be amplified at subsequent audits. 

4. Where the question is not applicable to the case being audited, "NA" is entered. 



QNo F.SF Member St.11e BELGIUM DENMARK GERMAJ,;y 
System audited Central lntennediate Central Intermediate Central Intermediate 

I Who is responsible for Purely fonnal Educ. Min. IX>L C.::ntral Fonnal Land Ministry 
certification (facts and (trllnsm iss'n) ESF llnit system transn1ission 
accounts)? 

2a Supporting documents Yes Often No Yes. sometimes 
available? from FR 

2b Estimated or real Real (no more Real (mostly) Ofien real Depends on 
expenditure? flat ndes) Land 

3 Control systent Yes, standard Yes; not Not routinely No G.::nerally poor 
report; no adequate in 
instructions regions 

)a Internal audit? No Xo 
External audit? 

Jb On-the-spot checks? Yes; fmancial ::-;o, or else by 
control and consultants 
teadtin_g 

4 Links with FR NA NA NA Generally hy 
~cement 

5 Does the FR enjoy: Long delays in Direct payment NA 
payments 

Sa Scheme of advances? Yes, after Yes, somelimes 
evidence of falls short of 
start-up Fin. Reg. 

Sb Reimbursement scheme? Yes (partly) For balanc~ For balance 

Sc National or regional No 80% ~o. or 
pre-fmancing scheme? abandoned 

6 Are publicity rules Quite well Yes. genera II\· Yes 
observed? 

7 Appropriate organization F•mctional ldc'lltical to 
dtart? past 

8a Selection and infonnatioo Based on .-\v .... -rag~ <iood \"alid (regular 
of FRs perfonnance use of 

consultants) 

8b Systematic monitoring of Good (1-:~rada) )\jot \'CfY good Average Good 
selection and infonnation 
processes 

9 Effici~ncy of monitoring Comput<!rized, Poor Wc:ak Oft"" good; 
(computerized?) some computerized 

I 
confusion 
bet"'"''" progs. 

10 Designated authority Ministrv nf NA Dc..-partm~..,n uf :\,\ Fed.,ral \hni'tr\' :'\.-\ 
La hour Labour of l.ahour 

lOa Main int<!mlediatc-Jevd Flemish and 15 admin. I ~inder 
managers French rL!g10ns \!inistries of 

Commw1iti~~ Labour 

JOb Stall' qualifications Ad""!uat": Poor (hut l..:-mp. Poor: r~gular 
I 
' Staff numh,_-n; 17 stall sohu~~lii~J u~c l1f 

~·.)nsuh.anL..; I 
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QNo F..SF Member State GREECE SPAIN FRANCE 
System audited Central lntcnnediate Central Intermediate Central Intermediate 

I 'Who is responsible for Ministries of Central system Ministry of Autonomous Min. of Lab. DRFP in 
certification (facts and Labour and Labour (purely Communities ESF Unit practice 
accounts)? Finance formal) (in practice) (often 

formal) 

la Supporting documents No Depends on No Depends on No Often not 
a\'ailable? ease case 

lb Estimated or rea I Real Real, but not Often Estimated 
expenditure? uniform estimated 

J Control system Yes Yes (limited) Rarely Otten Poor Depends on 
ease 

Ja Internal audit? Yes (Ministry) No No Depends on 
External audit? ease 

Jb On-the-spot checks? Yes Rare, if at a II No Depends 011 Rare Rare (except 
case for training) 

4 Links witJ1 FR Via OAED Via Often no NA Mulliannual 
and Regions autonomous fom1al link agreements 

Communities 

5 Does !he FR enjoy: Long fmancial Irregular Long fm. 
procedure fmancial circuit (ESF 

delays fw1ds in 
budget) 

5a Scheme of ad\'ances? Yes (only from Yes (often Rarely 
June) falls short of 

Fin Reg.) 

Sb Reimbursement scheme? Yes. in Yes, in ~~ some cases Yes. in Yes, in 
practice practice practice practice 

(partly) 

Sc ;..;ational or regional Yes Y<!S, national 
pre-fmancing sdu:mc'l and regional 

6 Are puhlicity mlcs observed"' line\'cn Verv well Rarely Rardy Lnc,·cn \'ery poor 

7 Appropria~· organization Extensi\'e Functional Theoretical 
chart? dispersal 

8a Selection and information of Efficient, clear. Fixed crit.,na Good Good 
FRs well monitored 

8b Syskmatic monitoring of Good Not systematic 
selection and information 
processes 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Average (no Low (listings Av.,rage Often poor. 
(computerized?) computers) a\'ailable) (rarely not always 

computerized) computerized 

10 Designated authority Min. of Lab. NA National \lin. !'<.·\ \lin. of U.b. NA 
ESF Unit of Lahour Education & 

Training 

lOa Main intermediah:-le\'el OAED Autonomous Regions and 
managers (national) and Communities Prefe<:turcs 

Regions 

lOb Staff qualifications Poor for Poor f(>r Potlr. Poor for Poor 
StaiT numhers controls monitoring w11notivaled managcmOJt 

and control 
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QNo E..'iF Member State IRELAND ITALY LUXEMBOURG 
System audited Central lnl< . ."rmediau: Central lntcrmediate Central lnt.ermcdiate 

I Who is rcspoosible for Dept. of DA Minisuy of Region in Mini•'ll)' of Somc:limes 
certificatioa (fads and Enterprise & Labour (purely pnctioe Labour Ministry of 
accounts)? Employment formal) Education 

2a Supporting docwnents No Yes No Oftt:n, but no Yes Yes 
available? aocellatioo 

ump 

2b Estimated or real expenditure? Real (ux Real Real but Real Real Real 
year in unverified 
arrean)~ 

3 Control system Yes, but Yes No . Depends oo Yes Yes 
formal Reg.ion 

)a Internal audit? No No Yes (Audit Yes (Audit 
External audit? Yes Court) Court) 

)b On-the-spot checks? No No Ran:, but 
ex~ ions 

4 Links with FR NA Hierarchical NA Dc:pcnds on NA 
if Dept. of case 
Education 

~ Does the FR enjoy: 

Sa Scheme of advances? Yes, but 
always late 

'b Reimbunernent scheme? Yo:s Yes 

Sc National or regional Oftt:n Yes Yes. via central 
pn:fUlancing sd1erne? systo:m 

6 Are publicity.Nies observed? Well Well Quite well A\'crage Could do. Poor 
bccw 

7 Appropriate organization Often 
chan? funaional 

Sa Selection and information of Correct but Methodical Generally Good, Good. well 
FR.s a low good transparent int~grated 

8b Systematic monitoring of Ye., Depends on 
seledion and infom1atiun oumput~'Ti7.ed case 
pr<K"CSS(."!oi 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Ellicicnt. Strict None (lin. llq>cnds on Sati£1iu.1nr\ Fin. monitoring 
(comput~'Tized'') oomput~'Ti7.ed monitoring by case (with II.RJ::s) to be improved 

Trcasurv) 

10 Designated auth oril y lk1'l. of "'A Ministry of ~" Mini•'tl)· of :\.\ 
Enterprise & Labour (purely IA~hnur 

Employment formal) 

lOa Main intermediate-level D.:panmc:nt Regions Min. Clf Educ. 
managers of Education (3 c.:ntrn · 

r~ort to. it) 

lOb Slllff qualitications. Poor. but Satisfactory Poor in some 
Staff number.; support from c:a.<es 

outside 
bodies 
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Qr-;o F.SF Member State NETHERLANDS PORTliGAL l TNJTED KINGDOM 
System audited Central Intermediate Central Intermediate Central Intermediate 

I Who is responsible for Central Regional DAFSE DA Department Sometimes 
certification (facts and Employment Bureau in of intermediate 
accounts)? Bureau practice Employment manager.; in 

practice 

2a Supporting documents 1\:o Yes No Poor No No (at FR 
available? level) 

2b Estimated or real expenditure? Real Real Partly estim'd Real in 1993 Often Dqlcnds on 
(but close to estimated case 
reality) 

] C<10trol system Yes Yes Yes Yes (since Yes Yes. but 
1993} depends on 

case 

]a Internal audit? Yes (limited) Yes No Yes Not always 
External audit? (autonomous) Yes: IGF 

lb On-the-spot checks? Rare Yes Frequmt Yes Yes, but 
depends on 
case 

4 Links with FR I\: A Agr-eement NA NA Agreement 

s Does the FR enjoy: Shorter Slow 
payment fmancial 
periods procedures 

Sa Scheme of ad\'ances? Yc:s Yes Yes Yes, Yes, ollicially 
officially 

5b Reimbursement scheme? Yes in Yes, for Yes in Y ~ in practice 
practice balance practice 

Sc National or region a I Yes 
pre-f mancing scheme? 

6 Are publicity rules observed? Reasonably Yes y.,. Reasonably Reasonably 
well; could well well 
be better 

7 Appropriate organization Good Good Functional 
dtart? 

8a Selection and information of Too long . Satisfactory Fom1al Good: Efficient, Good 
FRs analysis: rules <'omputerized transpar"'"t 

ooming out 

8b Systematic monitoring of ~Mailed Good AU<."Y11pt to Yes lkpends on 
selection and in formation manuals and (ORACI.E annualiz~ case 
processes follow-up system) measur<S 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Satisfactory; Satisfactor:-: Poor; Computerized Ellicient, Efficient, 
(computerized?) computerized computerized computerized monitoring .:-omputeri7cd computerized 

(ORACLE) now upgraded 

10 Designated authorit~ F\linistr:-• of NA IHFSF. :-<.·\ o..,t of ":\ 
Labour, Employment; 
delegated to ''·good 
CEB t.:{l\lpt.!ratimt 

lOa :\lain intcnn ... -diat.:-lcwl 28 llcgwnal .1 lnstJHn .. ·s "'ational and 
111anagcrs hurcau~ (md. ll.FI') rcgi~mal tltJdi&:s 

l:«.h)fdilt3tl.."d "" ?o•. ,,r (SE') 
hy CEll granb 

lOb Stall' qualifications Poor but Satisfa t'torv Improving Good. 
Sta!T numbers improving eflicient 
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QNo ERDF Member State BELGRJM DENMARK GERMANY 
System audited Central (Wal) Cattral (Flem) Central lntennediate Central lntennediate (FR) 

1 Who is responsible for • Region Min, ditto DA No DA Project 
certification (facts and DG forecon. supervisors 
accounts)? affairs & 

employment 

2a Supporting documents No Yes No (statement No Yes 
available? of 

expenditure) 

2b EstimatOO or real expenditure? Real; real Real; formal Real; fom1al Real; external Real; no Rea I; certified 
controls controls controls audit controls 

3 Control system Yes Yes Yes: e>.1cmal Limited Yes, on Yes 
auditors expenditure 

statement 

Ja Internal audit? No No No Yes No 
External audit? Yes Yes: Court of Yes (annual Yes: Court of 

Auditors report) Auditors 

Jb On-the-spot. checks? Yes No, only when No, only when 
accompanying accompanying 
Commission Commission 

4 Links with FR Agreement Conditional 
approval letter 

5 Does the FR enjoy: 

5a Scheme of advances? Limited No Yes Yes. on strict 
terms 

5b Reimbursement scheme? Generally Yes 

5c National or regional Regional 
pre-fmancing scheme? 

6 (a) Are publicity ruk-s Yes y., Yes ; 
observed? 
(b) Are public procuremcrn 

! 

rules observed (Com. doc. 
I C(88)2510)? 

7 Appropriate organization Functional Functional Functional 
chart? 

8a Selection and information of Monitoring NAIT DA Land 
FRs Committee: Poor info Poor info 

poor info 

8b Systematic monitoring of Fin. reporting Fin. reporting Fin. reporting Fin. data 
selection and information regulated not regulated regulated but collection is 
processes slow . org<~nizcd 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Good. Quite good. Average A vcrage. not Delegated (iood 
(computerized?) Computerized Not linked to DA to Lander 

camp uteri zed -
\0 Designated authority \\'al. Region Fkrn. Region Min of !\':\ Min. Econ. ,.,_._.\ 

Industry. Affairs·. i 
NAJT !init I.C7 

lOa Main intennediate-level ~A NA County t-.:A l.iind.:r 
managers Councils 

IOh st:.tl qualifications 5 
Stan· numi1<.'J'S 

' 
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QNo ERDF Member State GREECE SPAIN I' RANCE 
System audited Central FR Cmtral FR Central Intermediate 

I Who is responsible for DA Monitoring DA FR Coord. DA Prefect 
certification (facts and Committee units 
acoounts )? 

la Supporting documents No (from Yes No Yes i'\o No (from 
available? FR) (expenditure project leaders) 

st.stements) 

lb Estimated or real eKpenditure? Real; formal Real. but Real; formal Real, v<.-rified Real. Real. verified 
controls some conu-ols W1 ••erificd 

estimates 

) Control system Yes, blll Yes, tech. Yes Yes Y<S, Yes. tech. and 
inactive and fm. svslematic fm. 

la Internal audit? Yes (no Yes Yes Dino y • .,. Ditto 
External audit? report) Yes: IGAE Y<'S: IGA and 

and Audit Audit Court 
Court 

lb On-the-spot checks? NA No NA No (except NA 
accompanying) 

4 Links with FR Via Notification of Agreement 
secretariat of grant decision 
Monitoring 
Committee 

5 Does the FR enjoy: 

5a Scheme of advances? No Yes. since 9!90 

5b Reimbursement scheme? Yes. hut Yes Yes in Yes Yes for 
depends on pra~"'tice national fm. 
State 

5c National or regional Yes, By FR from !\o 7-'o 
pre-fmancing scheme? sometin1es own budget 

6 (a) Are publicity rub Yes Y<>s Yes Y~s 
observed? Formally 
(b) Arc public procurenJ<'flt 
111les observed (Com. dnc. 
C(88)2510)? 

7 Appropriate organization Functional Functional Special Unit Fun<.1ional 
d131t? .o\GILE 

8a Selection and information of Tcd1. 
FR5 Committee 

lib Systematic monitoring of Fin. reporting Fin. r"Porting 
selection and information regulated regulated 
processes 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Good Good; Good: Av ... '"l"age: Cnmpllterized Good; 
(computerized?) computerized compllteriz ... -d computerized comput.,rized 

10 Designated authority Min. of Min. of Econ. "1in. of 
Econ. Affairs Affairs, DGP Interior. ERDF 

l:nit 

lOa Main intennediate-lewl Public and Puhlic Prefectures (of 
managers private bodi~-s. local r~gions and 

bodi<.'·s: auth oritics dcpts). districtS 
prcfectur-.-s 

JOb Starr qualifications Soml..'limcs ..\d~quat,• for 
Stafl' numbers poor Obj~t1iw I 
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QNo ERDF Member Stllte IRELAND ITALY LU:'-.:B.IBOURG 
System audit<:<! Central lntermediatc/FR Central lntcrmediate!FR Central FR 

I Who is responsible for DA Lead dept. DA Yes J),.\ ~A 

certification (facts and 
8CCOWlts)? 

2a Supporting documents No (from Yes (DoM); No (from FR) No '>:o: Yes 
available? FR): No (others) expenditure 

expenditure rutements 
statements 

-
2b Estimated or real expenditure? Real, Real, some Real, Real, c..."rtificd Real Real 

ID1 verified cases of lUI Verified 
estimates 

3 Control system Depends on No Yes - regions. Yes, but Yes_ ex'temal 
Lead dept. No- puhlic infonnal for private FR 

bodies 

Ja Internal audit7 Yes Yes No No '>:o 
External audit? Yes Yes Yes: Audit 

Court 

Jb On-the-spot checks7 No Yes for Lead No No Rare ~.-\ 

dept. 

4 Links with FR 

s Does the FR enjoy: ,..,_ 

Sa Scheme of advances? Yes ~0 

Sb Reimbursement scheme? Yes Y~-s, for Yes 
balance 

Sc National or regional lly di:"Jicts 13,. FR 
pre-futancing scheme? (FR) 

6 (a) Are publicity rules Yes Yes Yes 
observed? Yes 
(b) Are public procurement 
rules observed (Com. doc. 
C(88)2S I 0)? 

7 Appropriate organization Unofficial, 
chart? unstructured 

8a Selection and information of Poor info.· Projects 
FRs approved hy 

Lead d~1'ts. 

8b Sy~1ematic monitoring of Eligibility Fin. reporting Bilateral Fin. reporting 
selection and infonnation not clear regulated meetings~ not regu lat..,d 
processes r.:porting not 

regulated 

9 Etficicncy of monitoring Limited Average; not Poor Poor~ not Quite good: Satisfa<..1.orY: 
(computerized?) ' management; computerized comput<..-riz..,d lh)t computerized 

not I computerized . 
computerized 

10 Designated authority D.:pt. of NA ~!ISM until NA \lin. of Econ. \.\ 
Finance 199] (now .-\flairs. 

wound up) Industry 
Di\ision 

' 
lOa Main intennediate-le,·c! N.\ l.cad d~1'L' !\!.-\ Rl!gions, \.\ Distric1.sc 

managers (En\'., di'tri'-1..' finns 
!\1ari.n!.!. 
Transport) 

lOb StllfT qualifications 15 covil 
Staff numbers ~t-·rvants nn 

s~cnndm~,lt 
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QNo ERDF Member State 1\:"ETHERLANDS PORTIJGAL UNITED KINGDOM 
System audited Central FR Cmtral Intermediate Central FR 

I Who is responsible for DA NA DA Yes DA Yes 
certification (facts and (participates) 
8CCOIUlls )? 

2a Supporting documents No: Yes No: Yes No Yes 
available? expenditure expenditure 

statc'TllcnL• statements 

lb Estimated or real expenditure? Real, Real Real, rarely Real Real, Real, but 
WI Verified verified unverified correaed by 

(except hand 
Scotland) 

J Control system Yes, e?."temal Yes No, indirect Yes Yes Yes 
auditor yes Yes 

Ja lntemal audit? Yes Depends on No Yes Yes Yes 
E"-ternal audit? case Yes Yes 

Jb On-the-spot checks? Yes NA No No Rare NA 

4 Links with FR Award lctter, Dire~'! l\'A 
with info 

s Does the FR enjoy: 

Sa Scheme of advances? Y~-s Yes Yes ~0 No 

Sb Reimbursement scheme? y._.,;, for Yes Ye!: Yes. for Yes 
bal:mcc balance 

5c National or regional Districts \'o Di!>tricts' own 
pre-fmancing scheme? budgets 

6 (a) Arc publicity rules Yes Yes Yes. not full' 
observed? 
(b) Are public procurement y._.,; Yes Yes Ye!: Checked: one 
rules observed (Com. doc. failure 
C(88)2510)? 

7 Appropriate organization Funaional Functional DA and FR 
chart? 

8a Selection and information of Pr<l\'. Go\1. Cnopl.ation Good 
FRs Good with DGDR 

8b Systematic monitoring of Fin. Fin. reporting F~. reporting 
selection and in formation reporting regulated regulated 
processes regulated 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Good. Good Good. Good. Acceptable. Good 
(computerized?) Computerizo!d Computerized Computerized Computerized 

10 Designated authority Prov;nce~ ~A Min. of NA D...jlt. of SA 
Planning Industry, DoE. 
OODR Sconishi 

\\'elsh Office. 
DoE ~1 

lOa Main intermediate-level ~.\ Local \'A Rcg. Coord. '-.'..\ Local I managers authorities, Committees ::mthoriti~,.'"!' 

Chambers 
of 
Cornmcrcc 

lOb Stalf qualifications ~nt ah\ a~·~ 
Stall' numhers adequale 
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QNo EAGGF Member State BELGIUM DENMARK GERJvi.ANY 
Guidancce System audited Central lntennediate Ca>tral lnten!}ediatc C'.entral Intennediate 
Measu~c concerned R 866'90 R 866190 Obj. 5a/5b: R 2928191 

I \Vho is responsible for Min DA, no specific DA (purely Land Min in 
certification (facts and controls formal) practice 
accounts)? 

2a Supporting documents Yes No (fwm FR) Yes 
available? 

2b Estimated or real expenditure? Real, verified Real (ex ante Real, Real 
audits) unverified 

3 Control system Y cs (r.:ports) Yes No (at central Yes (doc. and 
level) direct, d.:pends 

on Regulation) 

Ja Internal audit? No Y cs (but not very Nu Yes 
Ell.1emal audit? Yes (Audit active) 

Court) 

Jb On-the-spot checks? Yes Yes; by approved No Yes, ex ante 
architects. 5% by and ex post 
DA 

4 Links with FR Letter from Award letter NA Award decision 
Min. with conditions 

5 Docs tlte FR enjoy: Fin. proccdurL'S 
sometimes slow 

5a Scheme of advances? No Rare (major Sometimes 
projects only) (local authority 

_Erojects) 

5h Reimbur.;cmenl scheme? Yes Yes YL"S 

5e National or regional Yes (loans No ExcL-ptional 
pre-financing schem"? from Cr<!d. cas~ 

lnst) 

6 Are publicity rules observed? Yes (limited) lJneven YL"S 

7 Appropriate organization No separation Fwu .. 1ional Ftmctional Functional 
chart? of fwKtiuns 

Sa Sel<!ction and info~ation of Good and Into and Selection bv Local selection: 
FRs sound: good instructinn pack Lander info. d.:pends 

info on case 

8b Systematic monitoring of Requ<!Sts not Compukriz<!d 
sel<!ction and information record<!d 
processes unifonnh· 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Good: Avcrag~: Fonnal (data Often efficient: 
(computL-rized?) comptn.:rized compu~c-ri led consolidation) computeriz<!d 

10 Designated authority Min. of Ag. NA Ag. [)irec'tnrale NA Fed. \iin. of "A 
A g. 

Hi a Main int~ediate-level N.-\ FR ~private NA NA Land \lin .. 
manager.; !inns onl\· depends on 

case 

lOb Stair 4nalilicatiuns E:\.p ... ·ri~-.,1.:"--d l·:xp~.·,..i'",J\: .. ·lt. hut \\'dltr;Hnc•d_ ( ilHliJ. \~t.:o.!J) 

Stall number.; Ad~tJUat~..· too r .. '\\. ad.:yuat~ 4ualiti~d 
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QNo EAGGF Member- State GREECE SPAIN FRANCE 
Guidance System audited Central Intermediate Central Central lntermediat.: 
Measure concerned R 2328/91 E. Mac. Prog. Intermediate Obj 5b prog!R2928/91 

R 2328/91; Ob' 5b, R 866/90 Obj 5h proj! 

I Who is responsible for DA Min (DA) DA on Min (DA) Min. as Expenditure 
certification (facts and proposal appropriate statements sent 
accoWlts)? from Auton. by SGAR 

Comm. 

2a Supporting documents Yes So; expend. Yes (or No 
available? statements expend. 

controlled statements) 

2b Estimated or real expenditure? Real Real Real, verified Real Real (some 
ineligible or 
estimates) 

3 Control system Yes, several Yes Yes, Yes, several Yes Yes 
levels sometimes levels 

computerized 

3a Internal audit? Yes Yes (lnterv. Rare Yes (IG.Ag.) Ditto 
External audit? Yes and Audit Yes (intcrv.) Yes (IGF, 

Court) Audit Court) 

3b On-the-spot checks? Yes, YL"S O..'flends on llsuall~· Not always l!suall' 
WlannoWlced cas!! 

{Prefecturel 

4 Links with FR Contract Award Award lctter Order of 
d.:cision sometimes Prefect 

<:onfim1cd 

5 Does th.: FR "''joy: Fm. Fin. Fin. Fin. proc.:dur~-s 
p ro·c~dur.:s pra<:edur~ proco!dur~-s slo\\ 
not uniform long in hen~.,. hut still 

Valencia slow 

5a Sd1<!111e of ad\•ances? J)qlends on Yes Yes 
case 

5h Reimbursement scheme? Yes Yes in Yes if one-ofT 
practice pavment 

5c Sational or regional '0 So No (at national l'o 
pre-fmancing scheme? lc\'cl) 

6 Are publicity mles observed? Well, in Sot all\ ays Sot wdl 
general .:no ugh 

7 Appropriate organi7.ation Separate FwKtional 
~-hart'' d.:pts. Si.11arat1nu 

8a Sdl.'<..'tion and infomJalinn of Occ~-ntra I izcd. Eligibility \\'ith c~1ltral Local. ch.:ck.:d 
FRs good dtecked \1m. 

Rh Syst~'fnatic monitoring of Lack of R<:porting not Standard Info ,·ia local Min. Standard fonns 
sdection and infom1ation instructions rcg,ulat.:d nat1onal rda~·s instru<...tions 
process~ l~)nn.s (sd.:~'t. and 

inf<>) 

9 Efficien<:y of' monitoring Average. Satislaltory \" ~~ Ull t.~\''--11: Sat1sfac1o~·. An .. "Ta~l!: 
( computeri z.:d'') d=traliz.:d, ~.-~nrnput'-.·rit\!'d CtlnJfHil~riZio!d C\lnlpUh.."fi/L"d 

computerized on tho: wholl.' 

10 D.:signatcd authority Min. of Ag. "" \lin. uf ,.\g.. "\,.\ Mm. of ,\g .. >.;,\ 

1IXior Prud and 
Dinst1111) T radc Di ,·n 

lOa ~laln i:nh:nnl.!diatl.!'-kvd N,\ Rl:gion~ and "· \ .\Ultmomous !\:.\ R'-~g1un~ and I 
managers lkpL' Communitie-s J),'f'b 

lOb Staff '(Ua!ifications Good {jnod 

Staff numbers Somctinh .. "S loo Som(."'1.1m'--s .\<kquak 
f-.·w too 1~'' 
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QNo EAC.GF Member State IRELAND ITALY LUXEMBOURG 
Guidance System audited Central Central lntamediate Central 
Measure concerned brtermcdiatc R 866/90 R 1166/90 Intermediate 

R 23211/91 + 866/90 Leadc..-r Prog. Obj I and 5b, R 1<66/90 
Rural devpt prog. Leader 

I Who is responsible for DAF Min. (purely Regjon (sent by Min. 
certification (facts and fonnal) Min.) 
accounts)? 

2a Supporting documents Yes Only for No {kq>t by FR) Yes 
available? national 

measures 

2b Estimated or real expenditure? Real, verified. Real. Real and est., Real 
some ineligible unverified some ineligible 

3 Control system Yes, frequent Yes for Yes (less good Yes, doc. and on 
(incl. ext. national prog. for Leader) spot, ex ante and 
audits) current 

Ja Internal audit? Yes (spec. unit), Yes: IGFOR Ditto Yes: Audit Court 
External audit? Compt. & Aud. (samples) 

Gen. 

Jb On-the-spot checks? Yes, ex ante Yes. when Yes (full reporu) Yes (doc. and 
and ex post, fmal payments physical) 
unannounced requested (nat. 

prog.) 

4 Linh with FR Approval notice Nat. prog. Ddil><-'ra do ,\ppr<n·al ktt~'r 
award decision concessi('llC: ,o 

Agrecm,..,t 

.5 Do~ the FR enjoy: Payment times; Slow admin. l>itto 
low admin. and fm. 
costs procedures 

5a Schc..'rnC of advances? No Often (bank y.,. 
guarantees) 

5b Reimbursement scheme? Yes Yes Yes in practice Yes. bv 
insta m;ents 

5c National or regional No No No (except Sometimes 
pre-fmancing scheme? Leader) 

6 Are publicity rules observed? Depends on Yes (but . Yes (but Wle,·en) Y I!S (but-barely) 
case barelv) 

7 Appropriate organization Fun ct. No separation No separation Limited but' 
chart? separation: management ' adequate 

regionalized control 

8a Selection and information of Suict Selection bY Calls for tender.;: l>lu1. after Consult. 
FRs DA: suict ( J:iWlta decision Committt:I.!S 

criteria 

8b Systematic monitoring of Info. oft1011 poor ~o coord. with r\o Cost eligibili1' 
selection and information Regions rules 
prt.K"\."SS«!S 

9 Efficiency of monitoring Good, Oft.!ll poor: n.,pcnds on Simpk hut 
(computerized'') computerized not Re-gion efficient: not 

computeriz~d highly 
computerit."d 

10 Dc-signakd authority Dept of Av,. and ~,\ 1\lin. of .·\t~ "i.\ Min of .-\!: NA 
Food and For~str~ 

lOa 1\la"' ullc'nncdialc-lcvd NA "-:.\ R'-·g1on:-. \.\ 
ntanag~rs 

lOb StaiT qualili<.:ations Qualified. \\·dl Could b~ ()u<~litic.:d hut hl\._) Gnud. 4ualiti~d 
Stall'numhcrs trained h~"ttcr f("\\" 
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QNo EAC.GF Member State NETIIERLANDS PORTIJGAL UNITED ~fNGOOM 
Guidance System audited Cenlr.ll Central Intermediate Central Intermediate 
Measure CO!lcemed lntamediate Pedap, R 866/90, Pedap, R 2328/91 + 866·90 

R 866190 Leader Leader R 2328'91 + Leader 

I Who is responsible for Min. DA DA on basis DA, depending DA 
certification (fact.• and of statemcnls on region, 
aceounls )? supplied vmfied 

la Supporting documenL< Yes l)qlends on case Yes (with Yes No 
available? cancellation 

stamp) 

lb Estimated or real expenditure? Real Real Real, Real R.:al 
confim1ed 

3 Control system Yes (separate Yes Yes (Leader) Yes (with \'.,; 

dqrt) reports) 

Ja Internal audit~ Yes (no Yes (IFADAI') Yes (Scott. Yes 
reports) Ditto Ofl) 

Ex-ternal audit'? Yes (Audit Yes (IUF, l<iA) Y<-'S (Nat. Y.:"S (Leader) 
Court) Audit Otl.) 

Jb On-the-spot checks? Yes (Insp. Yes Yes Yes (reports) Yes 
Dept) 

4 Links with FR Award Contract Contract Award letter 
decision 

5 Does the FR enjoy: Slow Some admin. f'e.."S Slow Slow fm. 
procedures procedur..:s prncedures 
(dormant (donnant (:'\. Ireland) 
credits) crcdils) 

5a Scheme of advances~ No Yes (Leader) Y '-" (l.cadcr) Yes 

5h Rcimburs<.ment scheme? Yes Yes (Leader) \' <.'S (Leader) 

5e National or regional Yes (GAL) ~o (DAN!) "in (Leader) 
prc-fmancing scheme? 

6 Arc puhlicit\' ruks nhs.:rved'l Yes Yes (dept:nd' on Y cs ( dcp<.'tlds l:ncvt..,l lkp .. ,ld' on case 
case) on casl!) 

7 .-\ppropriatc organization Functional FwR"tional hmc~ional Se-paration for Ftm ... timl a1 
d1ar1'1 sqJaratitlll sc..11arat ion St.l'arat i~ m Scoll. Oil., not S~11Jfatlllrl 

IM"-'1 

8a Sdection and infonnalion of E~ ante Loca I preselecL Crikria s~.-1. hy Good Stri•1. 
FRs c\·aluation C<!lltral decision c ..... ·ntral procedures, contpuh:riz~ 

authorit~ "dl d1~ckcd 

8b Svstematic monitoring of ]\;o instructiom Y cs ( l."adcr) Standard ruk-,; J,>intJ, 
selc,1ion and infom1ation (except Leader) and fonns 
prncesscs 

9 Efficiencv of mon it orin g Good (no Could he better. C0tdd h.: Satisfactor\'. Satisfac1or\'. 
(comput .. -ri.z~d?) dates given): comput<."rizcd bt.•tJ.t.•r computcri;<!d computcri1.ed 

computerized 

10 Designated authority Min. of Ag. NA 1\lin. of Ag., :'\..\ Dept of Ag. :'\.\ 
IFADAP, and For.: Do.\ 
IEADR. Auton for "<I 
Rt:gions 

lOa ~tai11 ialtt.'lllt~diatt.:-k·vd N,\ N.·\ Rc~luns. U.\1.. :'\.\ sc~ll .md \\'dsh 
1nanagct~ IF .. \Dil ( ur~o..·..::-. l~~ ... :al 

( )lli~·~·s I ~fli~·~ . .'~ 

l\Jh Sl~lll quahfi~·.tt1un:-. v~,..,,· F.ood \\ ,·JJ quahb,·d \\ ,·JJ qtLtlt!'tcd 
St~atl munh~,.·,~ ,\d~luat~.· 
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ANNEX3 

List of systems audits performed, by Fund 
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LIST OF MISSIONS UNDERTAKEN BY FINANCIAL CONTROL IN CONNECTION WITH THE AUDIT OF NATIONAL CONTROL AND MANAGfMENI SYSTEMS FOR 
OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES COFINANCEO BY THE ESF 
--- --·- .. ------·-·-·····-·--·- ----- -- ... ·--- -- .. ·-- ------------------------ .... ----- -·--·- -------------------------- -·- ·- -·------------

Mem~_s_!_a!~.i-~~..2_~~~--- ... ---t-~t_ho~ ~~Y. __ aud_i_!_~? _________ ---------------- _ --~:::of aud~~: \ Fund 

--1ill1~~;' t 'i_ "' -,!_i{o:~ ~~~=~ =~:: -- -J;~d~-\ . ~ ~~ -- . .. i 
' I I I ' ' 

GERMANY l~•.:det~ortin _______ -·- -----~~:e\•~d~~~~n0 ;; _____ ... ___________ -·----·---·h-- ... ____ _j~:~og!-;~~81 ~ :~ __ ,
1 
___ _ESE. 

HALY-------- --1------ . ____ eV------------ -------------------- . __ j __ ~-·- -~- ~H-
ronTu~-~-------ILisbonn~----- _ OAFSE. tEFP & other i ntermed i ate-1 eve 1 ~_g~r_s _____ ... __ i9 11 92 1 ~--: _ £SF __ 
FRANCE • ~- ----·--· ----·-·-· Pr~fectureder~gion/Assembl~e~e_Corse,di~rsges_t_~_:=:T _____ 123.1192 •?~_ ... _fSl _____ _ 

~
UI!f.~_Lfi.NDS 1The Hpgue ____ ----- oc i al Affairs_ Hi n • _ _lliA_L~BAs) _ ! 25.11 92 129.11 92 -~f.__ __ _ 

_ RANCE iPicordie . ------· _ Prefecture de Region. Conseil R~g<onat. d<vers gest. intermed<a<re< ; 17 2.93 :19.2.93 ESF ____ 

1

, 

P.AI.li. I Junta de Andalu_c:._~----·- .. - Hosteria Le Robido, Disputacion de Cad<I. Sode~~----- '15 3.93 i 19 3 93 ESE ____ 1 IG£RlWL-_ _11 hoc i 'Jl i' _ ___ ... ___ _ _ :soc i> 1 ~ f_[,irs a in._W.oo,k_Aff,.i,-s.~ i o i "'y ~ 8 · J .9J I " J 9J l.:iL_ ____ ___ ) 
NCE/OOM 'Marwuque ___ ___ DRFP. ANT. DDTEFP. DDANPE. S.M A Cons. R~gionot 123.3.93 i 26.3.93 I ESF ·1 
!::!_C~OM .Guadeloupe __ . ------- _ _ ORFP. Conseil Regional. AFPAG ----------· _ .... __ ! 29.3.93 \30.3 93 [ £_5£____ _ _ .... _ .. 

~~-!-,~l ~-----~· ---~Sa.c.d.e¥a _ __ __ Regiono_ S•rdegn~:..~~_:'::.:__ _________ .. ____ -------- ______ ----f6 4 93 . 29 4 93 E SF __ _______ _ __ ! 
~EM BOURG llu•ernbourg Min. Treveil. Educetion. 125.5.93 i 26.5.93 £..SL 
.S.~ ICestitte-LoMancha . !Chamber of Commerce & In.d..ustry-Alba:cete &_Ioi-edo ·110.5.93 :14.593 ESE -------··-· 

PORTUGAL I Lis bonne __ ----- __ __ _ DAFSE-Lisbonne. tEFP · L•obonne _______ ..... _ __;_~3-~_9]. -· : l_fl_ ~ ~~ . __ .E.S.L 
GREECL .Athens & Ionian Islands .1 abour Ministry and Corf11 Reai ana) Cattnc.iL .. ______ _:_20_Q__2.2__?_2~3 ___ -'-£.SJ .. _ .. 
FRANCE IPeris _ jM,ss•on FSE, D~tegetion il !'Empie• ---------- _______ :28 6.93 •2 7 93 ESF.__ _ _ 
..Bil(illl)'1 :Cherl.ro•. G.tt~'- 0;~?-":~a.,.. Commun•ut~~~~a«e,_C•IIu~~~-R> _______ .... __ ;~~~_9] ____ , 2_G G--~~- _ .... ESF.. 

. ! 
. I 

fiJENMARK lvibor~_, _ _v_~i!_e, ~·~·- ____ _ 

IT ~Lt ____ . .. --~~m~!~---. 

~ -----~otla~_Q_ ______ -------- Or.tling&Product•onTro<r'>•ngAssoc<ei<O'' ----------- 1239.93 :24993 ESE __________ 
1 SJJ.'~M~~--- ·Sechsen-Anh•ll ...... ------·- Min~nist.ArbeitundSozielesdesLondeoSechsen-Anh•lt .. ____ !27.9.93 11.10.93 I F<:.L ___ _ 

i·!BJLAN_Q _____ --~Du'::~-- ____ _ -~•_P_ar_t~~-nt_o_I_E_n_ro_r£_~i~~_!:_m_plo_v_m_•~n'-______ __ __ 04.10.93 <?B 10 93 ;. E..S£ __ _ 
I SP.HN.. ... .. ... !9.•1~0''!.. ___ --· E.r..ov i nci a 1 l abott r de 1 ega t ion Ponte ue dq .~na--- 11 .10.93 ~1~;J---t-.fS.L 
.UJ.U-___ _J_Abruzzo ------ .. - --------- Reaione Abruzzo _ 26.10.93 28.10 93 ' ~c::r 

~,!_~ ________ J.S_~o_tl_a..n.Q._____________ ScottienEnteroriee ____ 15.11.93 19.11.93 I ESF .----------
GREECE JMocedoino. Thr~c• Neo koneli · Meirio · ASBL informetiquefoune The68eloniquo. 13.12.93 17.12.93 . fSE --·---··--------, ----------- -~---· 

FA~~--
1
Peris. L1mousin ------- ORFP du Limousin, Conooil Regional Lirnauoin.Misoion FSE 01.02.94 03.02.94 ~C::r 

Ul( !London JOepartment of Employment ,23.3.94 25.3.94 E._,S~F _______ _ 
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clST OF MISSIONS UNDERTAKEN BY FINANCIAL CONTROL (UIJ!i .iX.B.3) !1: CONNECTION WITH THE" AUDIT OF NA!i;",~'- COIW<,~~ )liD MANI1Gt~1EIH ·;,:·:·;,,:, 

FOR OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES COFINANCED BY THE fRDF 

-· -----------------· ------------------------------------------------~--------------------------~--~--------------~--

Member State Region Authority audited ·Date of audit Fund 
... .. 

I ·from t') 
-

~RANCE ·Reunion 1Ministete DOM-TOM. DATAR 28 9 93 1 10 93 F Rl2F 
Ut< iMef'cf-lesr~!-· ------ __ ·Dept of environme,.,t. London ... ·--- 28.10 93 30.10.93 ...£.£..D.L_ 

GREECE '[o".ros Finance Min. ,Nat.Econ.Min; Ionian Islands , 9 10.93 23 10.93 <nne ---. -- . ... 

.T.AL v ~~~----------- -- · Societ6 lntetporto Cempeno. MISM 19.10.93 :23.1093 E R DE 
:'_ORTUGjiL_ .... .2!.~·~------- -· . ----. -· ~ DGDB,~_gL __ ~~f:_Lc~I'...?_~ne ------- 19.1.93 . 22 1 93 -+R-M 
DENMARK _____ !"~1!: ~~lli_l~_t!. __________ -~-_:!JAIT. C~~:-~~r.re~enl Bltves of the Rbove·mont .benef. '18. 10.93 1211093 

·, 

- ----f.RM----
NETHERLANDS iGroning_~jZu1doost Ore':lte !Province Orent~ Zoo du Nord Trf'v8U)( portulliros .. ! 7 .6.93 i 10 6 93 -·· FRDF 
LUXEMBOURG 'Esch/Aizette. Cepollen 1Miniu•re de I'Economio et B'nMicieires final du P.O.o~.2 ho 6.93 '10.6.93 ; _ EBDF 
IRELAND I Peripherolil't_ IOe_pt of Finance. Dublin. dopt of environment ...... ! 26.04.93 ''30.493 I ERDF .. 
BELGIUM I Turr'!hout \VIeem& Minir;terie ven Economie. Proiekt -Het Steent'e'" ... ; 16.11.83 \1 B. 1 1.93 I EBDF 

IGEB~~MY !Berlin !oeA lde2t of Econom1c Aff•,rtl, ... :, .3 83 15.3.83 --·- EBDE 
SPAIN _! M~JtiQ___ 

-- -· ---
lc:omunidad_A_lJ_tonome de Maqrid CAM Tosoreria .... i 21.6.93 [25.6 93 EBDE 
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LIST OF MISSIONS UNOfRIAKfN BY FINANCIAL CONTROL (UN! I XX.B.3) IN CONNECTION W!lri IHf AUOII OF NATIONAL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT svSJEMS 
FOR OPERATIONAL PRJGRAMMES COFINANCEO BY TH£ EAGGF 

------- -- -------------- --- --- - ---- - -- ----- --- - - -·- .. -- .. --- .... - - - - - -· - - - - - -- - - ·-- - - - - -- .... -·- .. -. - - - - - .. - - - - - - - -

~ember State Region Authority audited ·Oates of audit Fund s•:::· 
---------1 

GERMANY Lenc1cs SoC.h!';nn 1\nlutlt ·Mrt.r M lJ N I (\ !12 . ~ t: <) 2 n: 7 I. F ~. -- :. 

GREECE •Eui...a. a.n.d Magnisia_ ___ .
1
· Ministry of Agcjcul tur.e. .. ..ou •• ..... • __ ,L!]-.2.~. 17 7 92 •reg' 2328 9' 

. I illMANY ;Thuron~en. lThurongerMonosteroumfurlondwotUCholtc~o>ct&ton !7.992 111992 191CTD'-1J 

PORTUGAL ,Aiente·o iDirectorate-Geoeral for Agcjc.h,,e _ IEADAE J14992 i18992 /PE~AP 
!REI AND :Co Gol.-.oy·Roscommon !Dept of Agr;culture & Food. Mayo 121.9.92 125.9.92 IR6cl 2328 3' 

IRU.Ai'W---- ! !Dept of Agriculture. Food end Foreetry...!._?~~l 123.9.92 i29.9.92 .Rogl. 8e6:90 

f_OR:UGA~- -·--"----·------------.. ----- -/!'~.Q~~:.Li.r1al beneficiari~~ .... _ _ .. _ ___lJ.:..?.Jil..:...~?-~_.!_6 10 92 A6gl85e 9·:: 
tilll.LCL ___ ..... -.E..as..t. Mau..dcni.a .. ..f.._Lh.r-olc&---:blinistry of Agri cql tqre_ _______ .. ----------- _ __ .12 10 92 116 10 92 R611_1 4253 :e 

Pl\IJL ____ 'Modrod , __________ iM;n;l'lorodoAgr;culture·Comvnode~_f:.'1,:~odoMod __ . _____ 11910.92 1 231092 iRogl 2328~' 
UK __ -~Ootl~n_d _________ .... _ .. _ .. .J~ott;st, Off.!_c:,e of Doportmont of Agrocvltu•o ond ~'••h _, i23 10 92 127 10 92 :R6gl 2328 9' 

_.__lio_::.tb..tr:.Q Ir,dq_n_d. ... -- .. ---j'?P.!.'?.!...~il!:c_'!.!!.<c<•'o• No~horn lrolend_l_~.:~! ____________ ..., __ .,. __ _\~92 :1311 92 JR6QI866 a: 
-------------------+~of Agroculture ond Food /DAFt ---------- __ ·18 1 93 :22 1 93 iRegl 865 o:; 

-J --, 
. -----] 

'He&ie~ Nordrhem·West :Hossisches Ministerium fUr Landesent ...... c .. lu~_L__ _______ .. ··----~~g_~ ·29, 93 ;Ri~s;l 2J2e ·~· 

"-----~i!'~~go~ -- jM_·~•&Iert~ dfi __ Agr•c:_ul~ll.'" ~t Com_un•rtn~ /'~ .. ln··~""r-,.. fl .. ,r!lQ .:n __ '2 n?. , I~ !lJ. ·--~~o: ... :.~:~~ ~2; 

~
EL.Gl.U.M_ . . ., .. - .... - ............ -. ·- ,M"""'~'" du ,. Ag .. cullur• ... _, _____ .... -------. . . .... ___ _;~.2 93 1 2 2 93 Reg! see ~.: -------

. Ulifll.UNCS --------,Jiinistry of Agriculture ______ ,_______ :24 2 93 .26 2 93 Rogt see 9:; --j 
TAl Y IPvohe •Mini&tero deii'Aoru:.olture. ts Foreste. Rc·r.e i l 3 93 ;53 93 !R~QI 2C52 !:'-9 

cUXEMBO~RG j !MonioUrodoi'AQrioulturo _ 19393 i10393 ;Reg! 8669·='. 

~RANCE !Heutei·Atpea ~'2.!~~-.!!.-?-~~rtemontale Agr ~t ~orAte 86nt._f~~~~_!! ___ : --~--~-2? 3 9J :28 :S 93 :R&ol. 2328 :.:;-~~--
! T.A_l._Y___ ~.£~~!..·-~.:>"""11':!!.~ LombMn:• .. _ 2. Clll.jl_l.f.D..tL.ll.f....CQJD.IIll.IDl.ty $U,plJOLt. & .. S~ti.Agoc..f.cu: .. J29 3 93 L2 4 93 IR&pl see·~. · · 
~-O~!:l9_A!:~ -·· --~~-------------------t·'-~·~!..!.E_ do Eatrut~r~f(!tiDB o tJaaonvolv•rT'~~~~--------~93 i JO 4 93 ·jlEAOEP. . 

GERMANY :S"I'Ifll'lnr1 Rh~;u,lnnd ::=:..--nrltUlrftForh""' Muw:;lnr•um fur W•rtr>d•rdt -------- ____ j~~---~-~~--~.!:.2._9.~~--: ------
I_J¥.. lM•nu:try ilfl\yru:uii•Hn r,,,!uu•nn nnd 1, • .,,! :10 5 H-1 l) ~ 9J •R.~ 4042 'JL~---~ 

HELGIUM ··----- .. -. ... ~~·~~···~Ar~-d~.'~II.Oc•c•:!,'.~~----·-- .... - ___ ---~-... :.... .... _ !26.5 93 :215 93 IRogl 40!2 :!9 
~_RA~~-~ E_ _ .. --~~-f?~J~:·~ ... .... _ __ ~-~'r_e_~t .. ~.,- _r e_&p_tt~-~ -~-~r.ei __ C:!.!'?!~!.E·~- ~!~•s_!_~W~!-•.""_?I_J,.,n_ __ _ _____ ;1..~ __ Jf_~---~~~- 93 i R&gl. 4 2 5::! e e ------
l~K___ --"~-•.!.•:_ ... ____ ... ... . ... ----~ i~~~!!. _Q__I~C,~~~'_9_!_o~-~~!•':!_L~~Q~Qc~:'P._•_ .. _ -------

1 
14 6 93 ; 18 6 93 ; LEADER 

~p!!~R~- _ ... :Juil.and anrl .. .F.-¥.n. _ ..... ----i~n~_t_r_y_.£!_~'1!!C.!!.!.t~~-·--------- .. - .. --------- -----.. ·---- 31.8 93 3 9 93 Rogl. 4253 se t!&l__ .. __ ... L----·--·-------)As~.•.!,_oroto elr!l)'-'colture oloro•te ___ 6.9.93 1'0.9.93 Rogl. 2052 es 
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j SPA! N ~~~------·---------l'M•n!!!~!:.'o_~Q!.'£..0~~-'__-----~------------ ------ 25.10 9J 29 10 93 R6al. 868:90 
. . . ·cal abr i_a_ & Si.cil ia ,MonoSIMO rldln nosn••n 1\nrocoln, I 
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ANNEX4 

Notifications of dates and procedures for systems audits at each designated 
authority for each Fund in each Member State 

Example: Schedule of missions planned in France in 1992 and 1993 for measures 
co-financed by the ESF 
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COMMISSION OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

Directorate-General 
for Financial Control 

XX. (92) D/4308 

Dear Ms Beck, 

Brussels, 10 March 1992 

European Social Fund (ESF) - On-the-spot Community inspections - audit of national 
control and management systems - 1992-93 mission programme 

Financial Control intends, during its on-the-spot checks between now and the end of 
1993, to concentrate once again on the control and management systems for measures 
cofinanced by the Structural Funds~ set up by the Member States in accordance with 
Article 23(1) of Regulation 4253/88. At the same time, Financial Control will be 
carrying out its traditional on-the-spot checks, provided for by Article 23(2). 

As you are aware, Article 23 requires the Member States to ensure that operations 
cofinanced by the Structural Funds are properly carried out, i.e. to ensure compliance 
with the regulations on financial management and monitoring and on controls (including 
measures to prevent and correct irregularities and, if necessary, recover any amounts lost 
as a result of irregularities or negligence). 

To enable the departments responsible for inspecting ESF operations to prepare for the 
audit" of the management and control systems, I would be grateful if, at your earliest 
convenience, you would send me a description of the current systems and procedures 
used in France to ensure that the regul<itions referred to above are observed. If you have 
already done so on a previous occasion, please supplement and, if appropriate, update 
the descriptions. The on-the-spot checks are, of course, carried out in close cooperation 
with the national authorities concerned. 

Ms P. Beck 
Ministry for Labour, Employment 
and Vocational Training 
Mission "F.S.E." 
avenue Bosquet 55 
F - 75700 PARIS 
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I enclose Financial Control's programme of on-the-spot checks for the period up to the 
end of 1993. Your full cooperation would be much appreciated so that implementation 
of the reform can continue. 

The checks will be carried out by the unit responsible for the ESF, Unit XX.B.2, led 
by Mr Van der Jeught. 

Yours faithfully, 

The Financial Controller 

L. de Moor 
Director-General 
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Month 

October 

November 

ON-THE-SPOT CHECKS - EUROPEAN SOCIAL RIND 

Year: 1992 

Week 

12-16 

9-13 

Country: France 

Subject 

Systems audit - Bourgogne 

Systems audit - Corsica 
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Initiative 

DGXX 

DGXX 



ON-THE-SPOT CHECKS- EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND 

Year: 1993 

Month 

February 

June 

November· 

Week 

22-26 

14-18 

8-12 

Subject 

Systems audit 

Systems audit 

Systems audit 
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. Country: France 

Initiative 

DGXX 

DGXX 

DGXX 



ANNEXS 

Notifications of dates and procedures for systems audits at a designated authority 
with copy to the national audit authority 

Example: Confirmation to the French Ministry for Labour, Employment and 
Vocational Training and to the General Finance Inspectorate that an audit mission 
is scheduled at the ESF Mission at the Ministry in Paris from 28.6.1993 to 
2.7.1993. 
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COMMISSION OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR 
FINANCIAL CONTROL 

Dear Sir, 

On-the-spot check of 28 June - 2 July 1993 

Brussels, 3 June 1993 
XX (93) D/3125 

Ref.: Letter V/D/6 No 20481 of 11 December 1992 and 
Letter XX(92) D/4308 of 10 September 1992 

Following Financial Control's meeting with Mr Ferriera in Paris on 26 May 1992, I wish 
to inform you that the on-the-spot check planned for 14-18 June 1993 has been postponed 
and will now take place from 28 June to 2 July. 

The check will be used for an audit of the management and control systems for 
objective 3 and 4 operational programmes on the basis of requests for payment of 
balances for the 1991 and 1992 tranches (if these are available for 1992) and recent 
implementation certificates. 

I enclose a provisional programme, drawn up in cooperation with the Ministry. 

The inspection team will consist of Mr Cornelis Burger and Mr Jose Ferreira from 
Financial Control. 

Yours faithfully, 

The Financial Controller 

L. de Moor 
Director-General 

Mr Ph,ilip Rabanes 
Ministry for Labour, Employment and 
Vocational Training 
Mission "Fonds Social Europeen" 
55 avenue Bosquet 
F-75700 PARIS 
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COMMISSION OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR 
FINANCIAL CONTROL 

Dear Sir, 

Brussels, 3 June 1993 
XX (93) D/3128 

European Social Fund - on-the-spot check of 14-18 June 1993 · 

I wish to inform you that the visit referred to above, of which you were notified in the 
programme of on-the-spot checks for 1993, has been deferred to the week beginning 
28 June at the request of the Mission ESF in Paris. 

The check will concentrate on the audit of management and control systems for 
objective 3 ·and 4 operational programmes. The Commission will be represented by 
Mr Comelis Burger and Mr Jose Ferreira from Financial Control. 

Yours faithfully, 

The Financial Controller 

L. de Moor 
Director-General 

Mr A. Blanc 
Inspector-General of Finances 
Inspectorate-General of Finances 
139 rue de Bercy 
F-75012 PARIS 
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